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|

phone
number] | was interviewed at I Iplace of business. After
being advised of the nature of the interview and the identity of the
interviewing agent

,

[ I
provided the following information.

I I
has a

with anthrax focuses on I

degree in work

is not aware of any outside commercial sources for anthrax
in general or Ames in .particular . Nor does

|

~~

|

know of any internet
_ r? _ r? it 3 n !

1
tt Isources of information or "underground recipes,

The only current or former employee that found to be
suspicious is | knows of no others that have anthrax
expertise that acted erratically or seemed to have a grudge . | |

did
not know of any employees who were lax in their attention to safety
or security practices, or of any incidents where someone had tried to
acquire select agents. At the recent anthrax conference in

I Idid not encounter any suspicious individuals or notice any unusual
incidents

.

The only unusual inquir has had recently was

LscK notified

ml
Date dictated 12/09/2001
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Dr. BRUCE IVINS.
Coordinator,
believes I w±l
LSU.) 1 1

3
Dte: SAl I sooke with SA| I, WMD
Division?! I is familiar with|

and
>e doing anthrax research on samples provided by
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Date of transcription 04/29/2002

On 04/25 /2002
f Special Agents and

I
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , Washington

Field Office (WFO) , contacted!
I This

contact was initiated to collect information regarding reports that
swabbing, which resulted in presumptive positive results, had been
conducted outside the laboratory suites at United States Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)

, Ft
Detrick, Maryland. After the interviewing agents identified
themselves and advised of tljenature of the interview]
voluntarily provided the fallowing information:

born I

Division wj

described as
|

-home addres
telephone I

peiepnonel
JSAMRIID
3RUCE

irked n

lD_pecember 2001, IVINS that he (IVINS) had
swabbed

| |
office because he was concerned about the previously

mentioned comments made by
|

|
IVINS advised that some of the

samples appeared to have tne presence of B.A. (presumptive positive
results) . I I

I

In .-ejarly April 2002,
| J learned that]

I had a possible contamination incidpnt
suite Tlfo-safetv levelf

-^
I lab . I

Investigation on 04/25/2002 at Ft Detrick. Maryland

File# 279A-WF-222936,-
SAl

by SA

Date dictated N
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On the following Tuesday or Wednesday,
that the B3 suite had been cleaned.

learned

meeting" where
sampling surveys

On Friday , 04/19/02’, attended the "town hall
learned the full extent of the incident and the

1
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Date of transcription 11/21/2002

On November 1^< 2002
, [

I Hat- P of
birth_

|

oci^l
t <
securitv""^c ^wasT*

' UJUIHUW>m£*
After beijafcf advised of the^identitv of the agents and the

purpose of theyinterview,
|
provided the following

information: /x
i 1 rBRUCE IVINS and did the

initial ‘Bacillus anthracis concentration counts on the Daschle
letter in Roorr

| 1 Suite B3, Building 1425 at the United States 1—
Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)
last fall. They received the Daschle letter in "a ziploc bag, and 7

I did not know if the letter had been irradiated at the time
they received it . I I advised that it most likely had not been l

irradiated, as it would not have had any colonies present if it had
been.

| | did not actually witness IVINS and
|

working on the Daschle letter, and was not' sure whether they
had also worked on the New York Post letter.

In late spring of 2002, IVINS did some thermostability
studies of b\ a. spore sv at various temperatures. The spores used in
these studies were maintained in a diluent prior to the st

~

In early June 2002, SA I
| FBI> asked IVINS to

look at spore thermostability again, but| [wanted IVINS to start
from powdered material for this study andto use Vollum IB and Ames

Investigation on 11/19/2002 at Maryland

Kle # 279A-WF-22293I
SA I

~

by SAT

Date dictated

Tpor
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as controls.
| |

advised that there was initially some
confusion about this request, as|

|

was not sure whether SA
H wanted IVINS involved due to the independent anthrax

swabbing incident that IVINS was responsible for. This, issue was
worked out and they proceeded usincr reconstituted powder that they
received from

Original material was used in the analysis of the Daschle
letter, however reconstituted powder was used in the analysis of
the other letters

.

I

While employed at USAMRIID , | I worked primarily in
Rocmi| | of Suite in Building| ^ Room l ~l and Suite| ]were
connected, although Suite

|
I was snuc down for renovations' during

the time period when the evidence was at USAMRIID.I “1

Djany individuals from the
at other times includin

Division
worked in Room

|
who worked with l I IVINS.

I IVINS would put a sign on the door of the lab when they
were harvesting B.a. spores so that people would knock on the door
before trying to enter.
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Althouah

|The individuals from the| Division listed in
the previous paragraph sometimes worked m Rooms H and| |also,
along with one other indpz±dnaJ L Iwas not
aware of anyone from the Division that used Room

I

.

bonducted many laboratory tasks in Room
without wearing protective gloves

.

|
If

|
Ireached into a box of protective

gloves and pulled out more than
|

| needed,
|

|would have placed
the extra gloves back in the box.

I touched the cold room door handle of Room
without gioves . All the culture media was kept in this room, as
well as B.a. spores in 1% phenol. Plates that had been counted but
were not ready for disposal were also kept there. I advised
that many people used Room

| |

I

passed media into Room | [without wearing
gloves

|
lalso touched the autoclave controls as well as the

temperature recording chart on the cold room with bare hands

.

\

may not have worn gloves when reaching in the freezers in
thel [hallway where the stock cultures were kept .| [dvised
thari

~~1 would have only done this if I ^knew the exact location
of what I

-
Iwas looking for.
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would have touched any glassware in Room
|

|

as
well as the telephone in the I

|
hallway without wearing gloves.

I I would have handled the pnone . computer, and facsimile machine
in the office area of Suite] without gloves

.

|
| checked and

flushed the eyewash and the drains in Room
|

1 and the common area
of Suite] [without gloves. advised that most other people
working in the laboratory and performing the same types of tasks as

did would not have worn gloves either.

| |
would have worn gloves any time thatn worked

with an organism or worked in the hood, and would have removed them
when^^^ was finished.

| | also would have worn gloves when
| |

handled a dilution tube after it had been used. At the time the
evidence was being examined, they were still permitted to send
single sheets of - paper through the pass box.

None of the individuals that | I worked with shared
suits, scrubs, or masks. Each person had their own mask that was
kept inside of a bag in a drawer with approximately four to five
other bagged masks . These masks were half face respirators that
each person was fit tested for. When l I first got|

|

mask,
it was new and had not been worn by anyone else. I I did not
wear

! |
mask or any other respiratory protection whenl I worked

in tne hood, however
| |

did wear
|

[mask when
|

|needed to open
a centrifuge.

|

'

| reviewed the steps thatn went through to gain
access to the lab.

| |
entered the change room through the door on

the cold side and removed I I clothes there . I would put
| |

scrubs and socks on, and bouffant caps were available for those who
did not want to wash their hair when they showered after exiting
the hot side. | I would enter f I pin number and go through the
airlock walkway to the hot side. This nin was necessary to gain
access to the hot side of

| |
Once I I was on the hot side,f

would put shoes on, open the door to the lab and enter.
'

When was finished working I I removed
| |

scrubs
on the hot side where they were autoclaved and then passed back to
the cold side.

I ~l a local merchant that employs
mentally challenged people, would pick up the dirty scrubs and
towels for laundering.' Prior to 1998 or 1999. t-.hp military handled
the laundering of the scrubs and towel s J I did not think
that the employees had background investigations

.
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The scrubs were previously colored according to size, but
the policy changed to assigning each division its own color of
scrubs. Clean scrubs were delivered to a rack in the hallway near
the cold side change room and clean towels would either be left
inside the change room or outside if someone was in the shower.

Prior to the anthrax swabbing incident that IVINS was
responsible for, the I I personnel had access to the cold
side change rooms in order to pickup dirty scrubs and towels and to
drop off clean ones . Their access was revoked after the swabbing
incident and military personnel became responsible for picking up
the clean laundry from the loading dock after it was delivered by

~1 In addition to the scrubs, the towels started being
autoclaved before being sent out to I I

recalled that the same two men and one woman from
came to

| |
change room for the laundry. :

—

Although any time that shared someone 1 s
laboratory equipment

!

"[wiped it down with a bactericidal
,

Although any time that
|

|shared someone 1 s
laboratory equipment

!

"[wiped it down with a bactericidal
,

could not guarantee that others did the same. I I advised that
this is particularly important for centrifuges. The water bath,
centrifuge, and shaker wsrs the three pieces of equipment that were
shared the most in I I lab. I I thought that the shaker
may not have been wiped down routinely. used both the
shaker and the water bath. I

|did not think that anyone would have worn[
or equipment

.

I I did not see anyone do esuit or equipment . | I did not see anyone do anything
like that in Building! 1 and the evidence was handled only in
that building.

It was rumored that in addition__Lo_£iiite B3
, the letters

were also handled in Suite|
|
although did not know in

which rooms . It was also rumored that the letters were handled in
the

| \
hallway where the special pathogens were kept

.

.ishes
. !

i cautionea tnap l sometimes embellishes
~

stories. I ladvised f ~~l that I

~| opened things where
shouldn't have and that |

~| behavior seemed unsafe. I |

1 1

reportedly opened a letter in a biosafety level
| |laboratory

located behind a clinical lab in the bathroom hallway. There is
also a clinical lab area up the hallway from that area and
located near the loading dock. At that loading dock is an airlock
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door to the I I clinical lab wheref 1 thought fhef

Whenever
[

did a study with B.

Building f

fti
c

. . „ therefore worked^ m
]
as the aerosolization set up was located there

.

]

used Room
| |

to spread plates, the incubator in Room I I and the
autoclave in Roomf l Plethismography was performed in the area

on the floor plan. The aerosol s were
]and were expanded into Room I I

7 to 1999, all aerosol
challenges would have been conducted in Room I I only. Room ^

between Room!
done in the

l|
|
and Roomf

flood line in IRoom
during 2001 to 2002. From approximately 199

_

only. Room
| |

was also being used to do Brucella work for Walter Reed Hospital.
would have more information on this

.

The people conducting the aerosols usually wore a paper
mask and gloves, as animals were being moved in and out all day
long. In the hallway outside of Rooml I the amount of air that
the animals turned over was measured prior to the aerosol
challenge. Using this figure, along with the dose administered,
the amount of B.a. that the animal breathed in could be calculated.
There was a lot of activity on the stairway from the animal rooms
to the aerosol challenge area during a spray.

In Room
the centrifuge, the
without gloves

.[

would have touched the water bath,
telephone, the drawer handles, and the radio
Jwould have brought plates in and handled them

in the cold room and would have lined up dilution tubes in a test
tube rack. Room

| |had an incubator and a telephone. Room
was where the trash was autoclaved.

3 labeled the rooms I lused on the Building

1A envelope.
1 advised that .

boring

,

1 1

to pass the time

.

to 6

b7C

to 6

b7C

During the time period of 19 97 to 1999, the following
individuals worked in the area of Room in addition to| |

IVINS, I | and I I

| |
In addition,

|

as well as personnel from any of the other divisions that requested
aerosol challenges would have been in Room|

|
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|
advised that the| |Division

is a social group and that there were probably some Christmas
parties in the last

| |
years that| I attended . | |

heard thatl I attended a party atl I house which is
located near I Iwas not at the party, but

| was present and saw
| |

there

.

| |
once , when

knowl

never sawj
|

in Building
|

was standing near a Xerox machine.
J only saw
did not

works at USAMRIID in the
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Date of transcription 0 1 /l4 /2 0 03

On January 7, 2003]
birthC I social security account number I

date of

advised that BRUCE IVINS would have a copy of the
documentation neces sary for

|
|to take a military vehicle to

COVANCE.
[would have driven, so the paperwork would mos

likely have
[would have

name on it

.

so the paperwork would most

investigation on Ql/07/2003
.

at Washinqton, DC ( telephonicallv)

" 27 9A-WF- 22293 6.-1 A-BA - Cl0 1 3 9 dictated *J
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 09/16/2003

On Sfi.nt-.pmbp-r 16, 2003, [
birth social securitv

ace of emplo
J I. Inrated ad

LL. After being "'a'dvisej

ana the purpose of the interview,
information: 1

account, number!
date ofTwas

ym
Tte1ephone

identity of the agents
provided the following

has never entered Suite I l and therefore!
|

ziploc bags that may have been stored in thenever touched any ziploc bags that mav have been stored in the
. suite.

[
|did receive a sample from ] |

that had been in
| |

xne sample was contained in an Eppendorf tube, wrapped in
aluminum foil, and inside of a ziploc bag.

advised that when supplies arrived for the
laboratories, they were kept outside of the suites until they were
moved inside. Any supplies would have been brought in through an
airlock or hand carried into the suite. Ziploc bags were kept in

inside of a drawer. If needed bags in an animal room,
I would have torn some off of a roll and brought them with

Ziploc bag sharing took place within and
| fr

iad no
recollection of anyone working in| asking for ziploc bags from

If an individual ran out of zipioc bags within a suite, it
would have been more likely that they would have obtained
replacements from a cold area rather than from another containment
suite. also had access to ziploc bags in Suite I I

laboratory space on the cold side . | | did not recall ever
providing anyone with ziploc bags from the supply iij

|

Investigation on 09/16/2003 at Maryland

K'e * 279A-WF-222936-I
SSAl

by SAT

lIIDl/ 279A-BA-C101392 Date dictated n/A

This document contains neither recommen
j [

lusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Approximately three to four times,
sent Bacillus anthracis (B.a . ) spores to the United States Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) for
irradiation. IVINS' lab group was "roped" into the process since
they were part of the Bacteriology Division and worked with B.a.
After the spores had been irradiated, IVINS' lab group would
retrieve them from the cold room in the warehouse off of the
loading dock. To gain access to the warehouse, they had to go down
the hallway near I I lab. | 1 recalled that the
spores may have been in centrifuge bottles that were packaged
inside of shipping containers . They would take the spores to I I

and attempt to grow them on plates as a sterility check. | |

advised that
| \ would not have taken the| ^spores to be

irradiated nor would|
|
have picked them up tor the sterility

check after irradiation.

IVINS may have records pertaining to the Dugway spore
irradiation sterility checks. If the results for growth were
negative, he may not have made a record of it. I I recalled
one instance when the spores had not all been killed by
irradiation, and thought that IVINS mav have recorded that data.
This incident took place when was employed at
USAMRIID.

between TVTNf
spores

.

approximately

|
who was a

| |,
was the link

ib group and the irradiation process for the Dugway
worked at USAMRIID in the late 1990s for

I to f I years and was described as a I I

[had B.a. spores irradiated at USAMRIID in the
fall of 20011

The spores would have been in a tube
contained inside of a centrifuge bottle. IVINS would have records
documenting this irradiation.

I
I
during an aerosol

challenge. I Iwould enter and spend time in the following
rooms: Room where f Iwould plate tout the B.a. recovered from
the all glass impirigers (AGIs) ; Room |

~~| where the supplies,
incubators, and aerosol challenge log-in book were located; Room

| |

where the majority of the aerosol challenges were conducted
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I through the loading.
| would enter Building

| , ..wuuxiia
dock if | |needed to gain access to the animal rooms , as that was
the most direct route to that area. At one point, I

"

some guinea pigs back in the animal rooms of the
including. Rooms
agreed to do a
agents at a future date.

and]

|

kept
1 floor

waiK tnrough the cold side of Building I Iwith the
nTP ri;=tt-f=>

andl~
]
worked in Rooms

| | and
did some guinea pig studies in theof_Building a ^

J
in thê

I
suite ot rooms and had an assembly line to

bleed guinea pigs set up in the
| |

hallway. I I would anesthesize
the guinea pigs, remove them from their cages, and place them in
plastic dish pans brought over from Suited |

would leave the
guinea pigs in the pans until they were anesthetized enough to

Bbleed. As these dish pans were considered, general lab equipment,
would have taken one from the Room I and Room

| lareas if
needed an extra. After use, I I would have cleaned the pan

and placed it back where|
|
obtained it from . |

(also would
have taken paper towels from Rooms I L and I

Jo 6

hlC

he
I

b7C
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SSAl exited the interview at this point, 10:50am.

obtained a Fischer Scientific catalog to show the
aforementioned plastic dish pans to SA The smaller size
pan's dimensions were 14 1

/ 8
" X 12 1

/ 8
" x 5

3 /<>"~and the larger pan's
dimensions were 21 Ye' X 17 Vs" X 5 Vs" advised that the
pans were most likely ordered from Fischer Scientific.

to
in Buj
containing

Sometimes during aerosol challenges , I |would talk
lin l I lab which may have been Room]

iilding|
lining if. a. Ames

morphology differences that[
contained in the fall 2001 anthrax mailings.
worn gloves to handle plates inside of the hood.

|had examine some plates
spores in the hood to see the colony

' ]had noticed in the material

b6
b7C

would have

During the renovation of some cold rooms in
had to move some of IVINS ' lab group ' s equipment and supplies from
thel Ifloor to the

Jo 6

b7C

[
plungers in the trash in Building

] may have disposed of some masks and syringe

I
and
Pharmacy, however

m Building
has walked through the hallway past Rooms— |_

to get to the Veterinary Medicine
never entered either room.
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I
At the end of that hallway is a treatment room for

animals where training was conducted.

I does not recall using the refrigerator in Room
l however! | has been in the office adjacent to that room.

Room
| | houses some scintillation counters that

I I used to
run samples through during the late 1990s . f I also thought that
there was a sharps drop off point nearl | and| ~l T f

|

needed to obtain something from the irradiation room, would
have gone to| I and asked for it. I

|
who works as an

|

does radiation swipes around USAMRIID.

|
also worked as an irradiation technician while

|
|

was employed at USAMRIID, and I

~| described I

~~\ as a friendly
|

did not spend a lot of time around the irradiation area
talking to any of the technicians

.

L has never been to the penthouse of Building
and has never stored anything there. IVINS' lab group did not
store _ anything in the I I penthouse, however thel
Division employees working in

| |
most likely dia!

|
|

r

eviewed some of I
|
personal-notebooks and

determined that the I btuaies t.hatl condiicted in
Building I Iwere auue in auprlximately I or IVINS wrote

or I

|

pers
tudies that
ximately I

Building
|

^^were auue in approximately I l~or IVINS wro
the protocols for the study and therefore may have a more precise
record of' the time frame.

from
work'
Iwith

The|__ protocol was dated 1997, and the
|

were immunized in the fall of 1997 and challenged in December 1997.
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beads through the surface of the skin using helium. These gold
beads were coated with the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of the agent
being studied , and the animals were thereby vaccinated. I I

thought these lvaccinations may have been done in I f

[

The protocol indicated that the animals were to be housed, in Room
] in Buildingf but

actually been kept there.
advised that they may not have

never entered the hot side of Building[ until
after the renovations in the late 1990s were completer ]
recalled having a tour of the hot side while it was still down for
the renovations . I 1 recalled Room I I ini I because it had

] lab space

.

been painted| [when it was£
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Date of transcription 10/20/2003

birth
On October 17, 2003,

social security/account number

l located.ad
r^Xtter .being advifce

and. tJie purpose of the interview]
information: /

date of

Itelephone

.

identity of the TgentT”*
provided the following

|
I repaULed some additional information regarding

the use of Building
|

lafterl M nt-gr-vi pm
with SSaT and SA I recalled that I I

a visicinq scientist from!

|
during 1999 or 2000,

used lahoratory space in Room | | of Building
| |

and had
unescorted access to the facility. I (worked with Brucella
sp. and often disposed of media plates containing Brucella in the
garbage without wrapping them in parafilm.

l lalso recalled
t
~-hat~-

1

.

1 nft~ en used laboratory supplies without replacing
them

.

I I
never entered the Government Services

Administration (GSA) warehouse located in Springfield, Virginia
where contaminated mail from the Brentwood Postal facility was
stored after the fall 2001 anthrax mailings.

_was able to provide a hard copy of only one
electronic man message (email) thatl

|
sent during either of the

mailing windows
, | l and I |

The
hard copy of the email that I ["provided to the agents was a
message sent to

| | on] | at | |

I saved this email—as it contained information about a
project that were collaborating on. This document is
maintained in an FD-340 1A envelope. During the time that! |was
employed at USAMRIID, ! I did not routinely save

| |
work to

the L drive and rarely archived|
|

emails

.

Investigation on 10/17/2003

File# 2 79A-WF- 22293 6-

Marvland
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2

think thatf
IUSAMRIID during or after

was
|

id not

Because on Hob as a
entered and worjted in most areas of USAMRIID.

Durina that time. worked in
which was located near the

irradiation rooms in Building

|
|had no knowledge of I access

to different areas of USAMRIID durin
advised that I would have primarily

worked in| [ areas , including Buildincrl I did not know
if

I

|

Althoughl
|
did not think thaq | would have

worKed ml I. Roomn because it was laboratory space| |may
have worked in| 1 Room I I as it contained I

"
I

did not know if | | ever entered Suite
| |

or Room in

was advised that
|
is on a list of

USAMRIID employees who had access to B.a., and will therefore need
to be contacted and interviewed again by the FBI

.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of .On
10/17/2003 ,

Neither I

USAMRIID when I

met I
~1 and met I

were wc
:here

.

lg at

have had against the government .1 | advi sed that typical of
someone who had worked for vears,| |was anxious to I

ivins i r
knew

| Iwe11 . In the general discussions at USAMRIID after
the fall 2001 anthrax mailings; there was not any speculation that

I 1 could have been the mailer.

worked with B.a.
\

I Although Suite
space,

access to B.a.
I did not know when|

|
last had

but advised that IVINS would know that information.

ESI
tay also be
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Continuation ofFD-302 of o. 10A7/2003 ^
had no knowledge of whether MIKESELL knew

anything about the weaponization of anthrax. MIKESELL toldC
that Battelle Memorial Labo
for the government, however,
using a surrogate strain of B.a.[

d done some powdered B.a. work
thought this may have been done

„ -- ^advised that MIKESELL must
have told

| |
about this work at Battelle Memorial Laboratory after

the fall 2001 anthrax mailings, as prior to that
that anyone ever manufactured powdered B.a. spores.

did not know

Any B.a. Ames that was submitted to the FBI repository

from either
MIKESELL grew anv B.a'. Ames n'imself

l

or as did not think that
.L did not likeiEL
and therefore would

not have obtained any B.a. from| ldid not know if
MIKESELL ever provided B.a. Ames to anyone either within USAMRIID
or at any other outside laboratories

.

a list of what MIKESELL sent to the FBI repository and noted that
rather convoluted numbering system was used for samples at that
time.

MIKESELL' S entire collection of B.a..
duplicates as well as the samples from

including

be
b7C

was
maintained in Suitej |in the chest freezer in the suite hallway
and in an upright freezer in his laboratory space

.

be
b7C

MIKESELL attended the anthrax conferences in 1995, 1998,
and 2001. [ |

advised that the anthrax conferences were not
held according to any routine schedule, such as every one or two
years

.

b6
Jo7C

BA-1004 is the B.a. Ames number in the FBI repository.
The Texas-2 strain was isolated from a sheep's liver from Texas bv

1 IVINS .

1

I -L V XJLMO * I

and conducted some biochemical characterization. I ldid not know
if Texas-2 was sent to

[

genotyping. BA- 1050 was isolated from a calf in 1980 by
at

for

be
b7C

This reprint is maintained in an FD-340 1A envelope.
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_
|
the Porton Down Ames appeared to be more

virulent than the USAMRIID Ames in vaccinated guinea pigs.
cautioned that not all of the animals used in the study had
received AVA from the same production lot.

The Porton Down Ames is still at USAMRIID and I

drafted a memorandum reassigning custody of the I I to
IVINS. I

~1 advised that l [ is most likely working
with AO-462 now and that IVINS would have only peripheral
involvement with the project. The AO-462 sample at USAMRIID is
most likely stored in the cold room in Suite |~^~| or in the
refrigerator in Room

| l Any spore preparations created from the
Porton Down Ames should be stored in these same locations

.

Ames was included ii

Idid not have . any knowledge that the Porton Down
B.a. collection.

| did not know if the Porton Down Ames
was suomitted to the FBI repository, and advised that it would be
labeled as AO-462 if it had been included.

I
|
a hard copy of an email sent to IVINS

from on May 10, 2000 regarding samples from the diversity set
that were being shipped to IVINS . This document is maintained in bo
an FD-340 1A envelope

.

| | advised that Northern Arizona b7c

University has sent the diversity set to numerous other places, and
that would have records of what laboratories have receivedthat
it

.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 11/25/2003

On November 21, 20O3sJ

birth
l I social securifiV. account rmmbelrf

lace

After being advised of identit
investigators and the purpose of the inte^iewj
the following information: —

ite of

Itelephone
jie

provided

I I recalled that the FBI only requested that
B.a. Ames be sent to the repository, and that they were specific
regarding what samples they needed. At the time the repository was
being assembled, there was not a large institutional database at
the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious
Diseases (USAMRIID) . f ladvised that even if there had been

Investigation on 11/21/2003 Maryland

File ^279A-WF-222936 tI

by SA

HID/ 279A-BA-C101392 Date dictated n/A
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HEREIN 1 3^CLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2008 BY 60324 uc baw/dkj

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 02 / 10 /2004

On February 6, 2004,
|

birth I, social security uccou
interviewed at

| |~^?Lace*^oF^ntpT^
I I located atl

'

ccounr numoeri

After being advised ot\the identity of the

date of

telephone

investigators and the purpose of the interview
the following information: 1

provided

MIKESELL left behind his entire culture collection when
he departed from USAMRIID. I

Prior to
|

created B.a. Ames spore
preparations ( spore preps ) using the Leighton-Doi method.

|

estimated that l

~1 made approximately two liters with a
concentration of 1010 or 1C)

11 approximately
! I

The
two liters were divided into eight flasks, and \ I finished with a
volume of 500 milliliters. This final 500 milliliters was combined

investigation on 02/06/2004 at Mary1and
7 70m:

File It 279A-WF-222936<-^Sa^IlS
l
/279A-BA-C101392 Date dictated N/A

I Postal'

I

nspector
by SA|

|

This document contains neitlier recommenaauons nor conclusions or me FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of
02/06/2004

I did not grow Ames as frequently
because was conducting B.a. strain studies and was therefore
growing multiple different strains of B.a.

.
|
did not know

whether any ofl I spore preps still remained at USAMRI ID , and
advised the agents that IVINS may be able to provide that
information. IVINS may still have some spore preps I

samples thatl
|

advised that
I is not aware of.

may have some of

|

did not recall receiving any communication from
the front office of USAMRI ID regarding what was to be submitted to
the FBIR, and

| |
was not contacted directly by anyone regarding

FBIR submissions . The communication from the front office may have
been in the form of a memorandum that IVINS and I I

received,! I

aavised tnat
| |

would cnecki piles to see it
| |

had any
communication from the front office regarding FBIR submissions.

| |
There were

discussions at the higher levels of USAMRIID about how to best
break down the work, and I ~l assumed that FBI personnel were a
party to these discussions . advised that it was a confusing
s ituation in the beginning, because at that time "Ames was -just
Ames " . I I

At that time, efforts were directed more toward
determination of whether the original B.a. Ames sample was from
Texas or Iowa. There was much more interest in the original Ames
sample, and SSA

| |
was interested in seeing the vial

containing the original Ames . There were digital photographs taken
of the tube and the disk was given SSAl I
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Continuation ofFD-302 of
02/06/2004 _ 3

,On 1 1
,
Page

|was advised that the agents would be re
contacting]

I advised that
works in r I lab ah TT5AMRIID I

| |
agreed to come i:

:ing sample at a laterL_da±£,
and Postal Inspector

workspace and provide a
was advised that SA

would coordinate the details
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- 1 -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 02/26/2004

On February 25, 2004, l
waswith Social Security Acchunt Number

interviewed at| T place of empioymeflt,
|

f by United States Postal Inspector

born

I l- v— VX V.

J and Supervisory Special Agent

[

J>f the
I already familiar

• _i _ j_ _

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

.

with the identity of the interviewing agents, provided the
following information:

In
| Ibacterial work at the United States Army Medical

Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , 1 lused
water from a -large filtration system located in SuiteT I building

l to make media and reagents. The filtration system is either
a Millipore™ system or one with a similar name and has at least
three filter cartridges. It is probably more than distilled water,
but

| I
”doesn't know all that" about the type of water

obtained from the system. The system was in place for the entire
time I I worked at USAMRIID, and it is probably still there.
It is not in a separate laboratory within Suite ] Ibut is located
beside the autoclave inside Suitef" I To I I knowledge;, the system

'

j research grouphas not been replaced. Someone in
was responsible for maintaining this water system, but[
could not recall who the individual was.

]

b6
b7C

IBRUCE IVINS obtained the water for all
media preparation and reagents from the system in

| |
One of the

reagents used the water for was a 10X salt solution.

i—

i

did not use the|
|
water for the washing and

storage of Bacillus anthracis Ames spores. I I did not use the f
water for preparing the 1% phenol solution in which ftmfis snnrss
were stored.
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filtration and preparation to be able to say whether or not I

' lhas
ever used double-distilled deionized water in I 1 Ames work.
has not used any other sources of water than the two sources
described in this interview.

The tubes containing the AGI contents, which were handed
out through the hood line, two tubes at a time, were taken to Room

I |
In Room I I dilutions were made, and two of the dilutions

were plated.
| |

believes that IVINS used the purchased
sterile water for injection to create the dilutions, but
certain. I

is not
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Immediately after the colony forming units (CFUs) were
counted the following day, the plates were taped up, put in an
autoclave bag, and put in the I I basement beside the autoclave
with the other trash to be autoclaved. The used plates were not
left in Room I I even for a few hours but were always taken
downstairs immediately after being counted.

The counts of the CFUs were used in determination of the
"inhaled dose" for the study. The calculation involved a
"horrendous formula" which included the air volume breathed in by
the animal, the starting dose of Ames, and the amount of material
remaining in the AGI after the test.

The dilution tubes and the AGIs were autoclaved at the
end of the hood line by I IVINS prior to being bagged
and taken to the basement autoclave. These materials were actually
autoclaved twice.

The Animal Caretakers always took care of autoclaving the
bags of trash left beside the basement autoclave.

J did not know how long the trash
might be left beside the autoclave until it was taken care of.

When
[

Bacillus anthracisl
[conducted a study with numerous strains • of
found that some of the strains did not

sporulate well or sporulated but lost refractility easily (the
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Continuation of FD-302 of , On 02/25/04 .Page 4

heat-shocking process would then kill the spores).
| |

grew spores
from these strains on agar instead of broth. Ames was never a
problem in terms of sporulation or refractility loss, so| |did
not produce Ames spores on agar.

IVINS would have been the person to document any activity
in the Ames challenge studies. \

On the days of aerosol challenges, IVINS would come into
USAMRIID very early in the morning, heat shock the Ames
preparations and aliquot it into the tubes. If he took the
material to l 1 too early, there is a chance he may have put the
tubes in a refrigerator until the technicians were ready to conduct
the challenge. Normally, everything was well-timed and the
material was used immediately.

were the only two
technicians involved in the Ames challenges. When they left
USAMRIID, some other technicians mav have participated.

had been withremembered
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 04/13/2004

On April 8, 2004,
1 ^ I date of_

birthl L

—

fwas
interviewed at the Amerithrax 3 offsr^e located 'at I I

\ Frederick, Maryland. After being
advised of_Uae_jLdentity of the agents and the purpose of the
interview, provided the following information:

did not know for certain whether the flasks
containing Bacillus anthracis (B.a .) Ames from Dugway Proving i

1

Grounds contained only Dugway Ames and not any other material

.

did not recall ever pouring anything into the Dugway flasks. ' '

On the morning of an aerosol challenge, BRUCE IVINS would
heat shock the B.a. Ames spores being used in the spray and divide I

-
them into 8 milliliter (mL) aliquots. One tube of the B.a. Ames
spore prep was used for each animal in an aerosol challenge. |_

To conduct an aerosol challenge, the hood line was ’
i—

opened, the Ames spore material was poured into the collison, and
the animal was exposed to the B.a. Ames. The material collected in L
the all glass impinger (AGI) was then "plated out". When the
aerosol challenge was finished, they opened the collison and poured
the material back into its tube. These tubes staved In an ice
bucket in the hood until the spray was finished. To
knowledge, the material collected from the collison was always
destroyed, but it was up to the Aerobiology technicians to
autoclave and dispose of it.

The AGI and dilution tubes were kept in -the refrigerator
until the next day so that the material could be plated out again
in case there was a problem with growth on the plates

.

Once the
plates were counted, I I IVINS I Iwould
autoclave the material at the autoclave located at the end of the
hood line.

When the entire process was finished, the material from
the. AGTg and collisons was bagged up and passed out of the suite.

assumed that the material was autoclaved. Material from
the AGT~was never saved from any particular aerosol challenges

.

could not recall any specific dates on which aerosol
challenges took place. i

Investigation on 04/.08/2004 Frederick, Maryland
,\S4A

File# 279A-WF-222936-JISAMEJlbv/ 279A-BA-C101392
/

Date dictated N/A
SSAl |

by SA f I
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ed to vour agency
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A typical colony count for a post -challenge plate of AGI
material was 50 to 100 colonies per plate after 24 hours of growth.
They did not plate straight from the AGI , but rather diluted it

.

Although the target challenge range was 10 6 or 10 8
, there may have

been a wide range on either side of the target between what was in
the AGI and what was plugged into the plethysmograth. If the
aerosolization process was not very efficient, as little as ten
colonies per plate might grow. If the aerosolization was extra
efficient, more than one hundred colonies per plate might grow.

I 1 advised that the process tended to be less efficient rather
than more, and therefore they plated two dilutions to ensure the
proper amount of growth.

| |
did not know of any other additives that had been

used with any of their aerosol challenges . I lhad no knowledge
that any anti-foam was used with any other select agents, and
assumed that anti-foam was only used with viral agents.

would obtain sterile water tor imection (SWI) from them
for use Tn the challenge.

I

|assumed that
they either had access to SWI of their own, or that they obtained
SWI from IVINS.

mean anything to
[

referred to

jadvised that sample numbers 1029 and 1030 did not
did not know what samples those numbers
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|

advised that when they were making a new spore
preparation, they would streak a plate from their frozen stock.
They did not create a new batch of spores using material from a
flask. They may also have had a smaller tube of their stock in the
cold room that they would have used. They would have always used
IVINS' B.a. Ames.

From approximately 19 96 to
renovated . The first time that I

was for an aerosol challenge in

57, Building
|

~[ was being
Iwas ever on the hot side of
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Date of transcription 09/23/2004

K date of birth. I Isocial
security account number

|
was interviewed at the FBI ' s

Amerithrax III office located' at 4640 Wedgewood Boulevard,
Frederick, Maryland, 21703. After being advised of the identities
of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview/
provided the following information: *

started working at the United States Army Medical
Research Institute of Infectious Disease (USAMRIID) in

| as a

id not conduct any aerosol challenges.
| |

noted that spores
used for IM challenges were not density gradient purified as are
spores used for aerosol challenges. ! 1 first memory of aerosol
challenges conducted were in 1990 or 1991 at the time of the Gulf
War. These challenges were conducted using the Vollum IB strain of
-Bacillus anthracis (Ba ) .

|
|did not participate directly in

these challenges.
|

|was not allowed Ijn prater building |

~1where
these challenges tooK place until after)

|
was renovated and

returned to service. The first large batch of spores that
|

recalls making was back in . They were rsmi i rsn r.o
~~~

grow two logs greater than normally required for a study.
does not recall the specific details of this large batch.

investigation on 09/17/2004 at Frederick, Maryland

File# 279A-WF-222936
x
-LfSAMRIID

SAl
1

by SA

Date dictated N/A
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I I was shown a photograph of' a tube labeled "Ames
Stock,

| \

written in blue ink.
|

| wa
not familiar witn tins tube.

was shown a photograph of a tube labeled "Ames
Spores, r I

written in black ink.
| |

did not
recognize this tube, although

l 1 noted that the part of the tube
labeled "Ames Spores" was Ivins' handwriting.

I I was shown a photograph of a t
Spores

.

1 I written in green ink.
[

familiar with this tube.

tube 1abeled "Ames
was not

|was shown a photograph of a tube labeled "Ames
[ written in blue ink.spores

, | |
written in Diue mjt.

| recognized the handwriting on this tube as | |
handwriting,

although! Was unfamiliar with the origin of this sample. I I

did not recognize the I labeling written on the vial and the

\

was not in handwriting

.

was shown a copy of a USAMRIID form HR
documenting the shipment of Ba from USAMRIID to nuaway Proving
Grounds (DPG) in 1997. After reviewing the form,

|
[was unable to

determine what was sent to DPG J ! noted that they must have
sent spores because they were sent refrigerated (versus frozen)

.

Vegetative cells have to be shipped frozen while spores can be
shipped refrigerated.T

|
believes that Ivins would have sent DPG
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e seed stock they were using (the vials in the cardboard box

k-nnws that Perry Mikesell's collection of Ames
strain Ba is from 1 stock or stock because the
technician who built Mikesell's collection for him got the Ba from

|
Mikesell also had his technicians isolate

material from a lot of paint cans brought to USAMRIID bv a former
researcher named I I

was the only other person who|
1 with batch production at USAMRIID.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 03/16/2006

Qn March 15, 2006, ^ Ldate of birth
!

Lsocial security number
l was

interviewed atj | place of employment, the United States Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , Fort
Detrick, Maryland, work telephone number

| | After
being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the
purpose of the interview

\ provided the following
information:

I I was shown a cop}
highlighting Building

|
Room!

fermenter inside, assigned to I

this fermenter for
containment suites in Buildinal

I time in Building I

i_|
both used the fermenter

Ithought Bacillus subtilis
In addition, individuals from the
the fermenter at some point.

|

Bacillus anthracis (Ba ) nor Ames
was clearly not allowed and a no-
shown to is maintained in

L of a USAMRIID floorplan
I and was asked about the

may have used
rarely visited the

|
and spent overf Ipprnpnf of

fknewl H^nd I
|

for work.
LB£l) mav a 1 an have been fermented.
U section may have used

I was adamant that neither
would have been fermented, as this
no. The USAMRIID floorplan copy
the 1A section of the file.

The mention of the ferm

->-ne| I fermenter was bolted in place . so it would be
extremely difficult to move it out of Suite !

~| For this reason,
|
did not think the fermenter had ever been loaned out to

other researchers or facilities. Shaker flask apparatus were also
snd would be difficult to move to another location for any

unauthorized work.
| |

never noted any individual who showed a
special interest in the fermenter, and no one discussed using it
for producing Ames. would be more likely to Vnnw aHnnt- any

investigation on 03/15/2006 at Fort Detrick, Maryland

File # 279A-WF-222936-
sa|

by SA

Date dictated N/

A
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specific emiipment. . logs or records used in the fermenter's
operation.

|
Ibelievedl I sometimes entered SuiteT lat

night during fermenter runs to ensure that everything was running
smoothly. Standard operating procedures (SOPs) were likely in
place for the fermenter, although

|

~~\ did not know any specific
fermenter SOPs.

| |
had never seen

•i Tri n •? -ki 4- -v . A

I allow uric
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labeled only with| |nam
] works with Ba and

samples destined for the autoclave were usually
Jnarpe Most ttbamrtt'd employees are aware thatmployee;

|work, f 1 bo
b7C

)
believed it was general knowledge around USAMRIID that Ames

was kept in Suites

] was unsure whether Ames was housed in Building

I

Prior to 2001
|
except for when used during aerosol challenges,

may keep Amos stock in Buildinol
cooler, Room I I of Buildipg [
and liquid flasks

.

cooler in Room|

held
the walk-in

samples.
never saw Ba or Ames in the walk-in

I Ibel

or
to retrieve
scraping of
location,
stringent

the
the

i-Ames
[

eved Irecei -

doubted
| |

re*

although it w.

(received A-Ames from BRUCE IVINS for
received virulent Ames from IVINS
was possible. IVINS told

|

took a frozen stock
vial to the properA-Ames and returned the

^peculated that IVINS
their distribution of virulentwith their distribution of virulent Ames,

would be extremely easy for someone to take a stock
vial without permission, since Ames storage locations
were not locked and there were long periods in which no one was
around these storage locations.

may be more
Regardless, it
scraping of a
before 2001

|
|was never denied any sample by

|

accommodating with each other, especially before 2001.
were

|
|never noticed any suspicious dry or powdered work

being conducted. Lyophilizers have pumps that make noise so nearby
individuals would be aware that the lyophilizer was in use.
However, it likely would not dawn on anyone to think that anything
sinister was being produced and therefore that someone should probe
more closely.

be
b7C

J was not familiar with the names

I | liked IVINS, and felt
was a very good scientist. I

,
had a good demeanor and

IIVINS shared conservative

never discussed politics. 1 was a hard
worker, and| [was also unsure of political views.
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did not own an EZ Pass

.

Hwas shown four photographs of different angles of
one flask labeled "RMR 1029 .

" I I could not identify this flask
and had never seen it before . The four photographs shown to I

are maintained in the 1A section of the file.

never for
Ames or Ba. Iwas not familiar with "renocal."

Ba cells sporulate late in culture, and supernatants do
not clump very much. had observed the morphology of Ba
spores derived from vegetative cells grown on agar, and noted that
microscopic examination of these Ba spores revealed various
cellular debris. Ba sporulation under such conditions appears to
be an all -or-none phenomena.

I thought the mailer, for safety reasons, could have
experimented with weaponization techniques on a-ANR, which is
similar to virulent Ames . The mailer could then have progressed to
Ames when he or she was proficient with weaponizing a-ANR.
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|

escorted
|

laccessible because"
| to Building

|

le east were under
renovation and blocked off. Therefore, Room

| |
was currently

classified as—ULcold. 11 There were no samples or reagents of any
kind in Rooml J the room appeared to be unused. Across the hall
was a break room, Room

| |

Only water was allowed to be consumed
in the break room.
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HEBE II IS SIFTED

DATE 12-12-2008 BY 60324 uc baw/dk/cl£
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Date of transcription 04/04 /2005

I I date of birth
I social security account number I I home

-flddtiee gj | home telephone
number! I was interviewed at the FBI oftsite oftice ,

4-640 Wedaewood Blvd, Frederick, dryland 21703 by Postal Inspector
I and FBI Special AqWit I I After heirT

advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the purpose
of the interview, provided the following information:.

Postal Inspector
I After beiiTq

|
is not familiar with the label "RMR 1029",

referencing the Ames strain Bacillus anthracis (Ba) spore samples
provided to the FBI by the United States Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , Fort Detrick,
Maryland. However,

|
is familiar with said sample referenced

as the "Dugway Spores" or "Dugway Material".

Upon | I understanding that the Dugway Material (DM)
appears to be genetically similar to the material used in the
anthrax mailings | stated that it was "scary",
believes that there coui ct

1

be a high probability that someone an
USAMRIID, with whom l~ I has worked in the past, may have played
some role in perpetrating the anthrax mailings . In an effort to
explain from where the DM may have been acquired,

|
[stated

that perhaps Dugway Proving Grounds did not send all the anthrax
spores that were made for USAMRIID' s studies to USAMRIID, and that
someone might have acquired the spore material from the Dugway
facility. •

|does not specifically recall ever mixing batches
of spores into any one large batch. I I admits that would be a
viable technique to generate a large volume of. liquid anthrax spore
preparation for animal challenges; however, F |

does not recall
|

—

ever personally doing so or seeing anyone else do so. T
would not have kept notes on any such practice .

I |
explained that in the 1990 's, members of the

Bacteriology Division at USAMRIID would calculate how much spore/
material they would need for animal challenges. Once USAMRIID '

realized that a large amount of spores was required and it would
take USAMRIID several years to make this amount of spores, they

—

investigation on 3/31/2005 at Frederick, Maryland

File# 279A-WF-22936-3ff2

-

Date dictated N/A

Postal Inspector

This document contains neither recommcnnannns^nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency-.
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contracted with Dugway Proving Grounds to make a large number of Ba
spores for USAMRIID' s studies.

does not know anyone who would have had the
knowledge to create dry, virulent anthrax, including
the time of the mailings

. [

attack
done.

] stated that currently, post
at

] has a better idea of how the drying proces s might be
]
believes that perhaps Dr. BRUCE IVINS or

j^
I

may have made dry, non-virulent material in the past butf
could not elaborate.

,
Hstated l | was not aware of any dry

work being done with non-virulent material at USAMRIID by|

1 or others. v

individuais_
access to la

|
I had

ahs I T.

verbally listed the following names of
worked with while employed at USAMRIID who had

and| | in building
| \ and who would be

considered to have the expertise to competently prepare anthrax
spores : I 1 BRUCE IVINS , f

|
does not believe that

] had the expertise to prepare dry anthrax spores

.

stated that access to the
|
suites was

granted exclusively to USAMRIID employees. Visitors from outside
USAMRIID would need an authorized escort to access the suites.

|

~1 stated that, at times, maintenance personnel with the
proper vaccinations could also access the suites unescorted.

the
|

|
|
UUCO 11UL J_ “ JL JL UL11CL bCICULlIj

[Division, to ever access suites
Q a J -LU1J

With reference to individuals at USAMRIID who

workplace, or otherwise;! I stated that \

difficult to get along with and thef^ |felq
than most,
reliable in some studies

.

could not always be

(was

to be less stable
counted on and wasn't

was very strange.

Upon understanding that there has been an unexplained
100ml volume loss of a liquid Ames spore preparation of the Dugway
Material, controlled by Dr. BRUCE IVINS, between May 1999 and
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February 2000,
| |

stated that it was indeed a significant loss
and that it seemed "weird". I I stated that BRUCE TVTNE is a

competent scientist.
|

stated that
IVINS was emotionally "up and down" asl

|
had left|

,
IVINS saw as one of his tew

triends and was sad that l l~was gone. IVINS was having a "hough "

time and he enjoyed the daily interaction he had with
stated that IVINS would have days where he was very

I Iwas aware that IVINS sent many emails to

stated

I
|
stated that IVINS is an "eccentric" individual

but that
| | would definitely put IVINS on the "solid list".

I stated that many of people in the scientific field are a
bit "weird".

| |
stated that l I was aware that IVINS had some

1 issues at home that would make him up and down at work.
understood that most o f TVTNS problems were with I

~|

| stated that l I was not aware if IVINS had ever
naa any proressional psychiatric or emotional treatment and was not
aware of any medications that might be prescribed to him.,
stated that

|
|
did not know IVINS to abuse alcohol; howover. ho

would occasionally "have too much" at social gatherings.
stated that the chance of BRUCE IVINS being involved in the anthrax
mailings was "absolutely none."

in the anthn
if

l

~

attacks .
|

but does nol
mailings

.

lexpressedl | opinion as to who might be involved
mailings I I stated that wouldn't be surprised

had some involvement in the

=rstated that
| |

didn't get along with I

nnk
| |

would have been involved in the anthrak

| |
stated that people with a motive to commit such

an attack might be Diagnostic Systems Division (DSD) personnel at
USAMRIID as their job was to conduct rapid field diagnosis of
biological agents. f |

stated that the anthrax mailings might
be a good scenario for DSD.

Outside of USAMRIID, stated that
| [

believes the
company Bioport, Inc., in Michigan, had the most to gain.

|

stated that because one of the anthrax letters said to take
penicillinl Iwould be suspicious of a Bioport employee as having
written the note. feels that because of the level of
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incompetence and lack of understanding of microbiology displayed by
Bioport staff, "They wouldn't know that today you take Cipro for an
anthrax exposure, not penicillin."

Bioport proiect.s
[

time .
" ^ 1

stated that while USAMRIID staff was working on
and others felt it was an "enormous waste of

]
stated that working with Bioport was often

frustrating as USAMRIID would give professional opinions and
suggestions about protocols, methods and procedure, but Bioport
would discount USAMRIID' s suggestions.

recalls that during the time of the Bioifcort
projecb, sometime in 2000, |

There would have been n\ opportunity for anyone to
access any or the stored biological agents during this time without
anyone knowing

.

] stated that perhaps anyone with a difference in
opinion regarding the United State's preparedness or lack thereof
for an anthrax attack might perpetrate such an attack to make a
point,
opinion

stated that might have such an

|
|stated that I Iwas not aware of any projects

conducted "off the books".
| I

\ |
Sometimes Ames would be prepared and not put on the

books if it was for some other investigator's study. As much as
25ml to 35ml of purified liquid Ames spore preparation could be
made in one batch. The concentration level of said preparations
could be approximately 10 9/ml.

, ,
does not recall USAMRIID ever ordering a large

decontamination of suite I I in 2001. Decontamination
procedures were conducted as needed. Biologi cal agents Yon ^d be
boxed up and transferred back-and-forth from[_ to
accommodate any decontamination of the storage areas within the
suites

.

stated that the only way one might be able to
remove a select agent from the|

Isuites would be via the
pass box and airlock. I

~~| believes that I Imav havs
passed well-secured single plates of Ames material out for
studies

.
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believes that the reason IVINS took it upon
himself to conduct a swabbing, without prior approval, to check for
contamination outside the suites was following! 1

complaints of poor handling procedures bv I I and another
unknown person went to the Safety Division and comnl ai ned

.

nothing had been done. IVINS wanted_J^_shnw that!
but
work

area had indeed been contaminated.
| |

stated that' it didn't
make, sense that a subsequent swabbing conducted by USAMRIID
personnel, as ordered by USAMRIID command

,
resulted negatively for

contamination. I Istated that IVINS
j was afraid that USAMRIID command might be

upset with his actions.

stated that when the* FBI subpoena for
was issued, it was not clear

wfio was making the decisions as to what would be collected.

1 There was no formal instruction given to
Division by management regarding what

Most people weren't
clear on exactly what was wanted. No one seemed to be particularly

b3
b6
b7C

employees of thef"
was to be done with regard to the subpoena.

bothered by the subpoena.

did not receive an e-mail after September 11,
2001 regarding an order to backup work computer files and take them

;b6
home for safekeeping. bic

sent out
or |

I

statedn could not remember any of thef
of USAMRIID for anything . I 1 stated that[

bei n

u i 1 ~
may have used some for experiments with mice . \

J

J
stated that if a bad batch of spore material was

unusable, it would either be left in the refrigerator in| |to be
autoclaved or would immediately be autoclaved. I I

Copies of the aforementioned e-mails are retained in
the 1A section of the file.

I I suitetl
stated that|

|
was aware of a fermentor in the

J understood it was used in the production of
Protective Antigen (PA).

|

~| stated there was never any kind
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of official prohibition against using the fermentor to grow
virulent spores. There was never a lyophilizer in

When discussing a quantity of RMR 1029 that was missin'
and unaccounted for on the Reference Material Inventory, !

stated that I I cannot understand how 100ml liquid spore
preparation would net out of USAMRIID and used in the anthrax

|

—

mailings.
|

[stated that one would have to take it to a
level lab to store it and dry it safely otherwise risking
contamination

.

| |
stated that with regard to IVINS ' late night

activity at USAMRIID after 9/11/01, IVINS must have been checking
on animals. Evening visits to check on animals was common.

|

I is not aware of anyone who might have financial
connections to Bioport and had no recollection of any other vaccine
development company work being conducted at USAMRIID.

stated that knew the Vaxgen company had paid
IVINS royalty money from a development project on which IVINS,

I I had worked. The project involved the
development of a strain of Bacillus anthracis that doesn't
sporulate. |~

| |
did not know if anyone at USAMRIID received any

royalties from vaccine development as a result of the 2001 attacks.

did not know of anyone who might have traveled to
New Jersey during the 20 01 anthrax mailings. IVINS may have
traveled there, but! I is not sure.

[
clash between!

lstated that there has always been a bit of a
and the

I -L j-J
| |

V

]
Division. The people in the

Division were scientifically knowledgeable enough to
elop their detection equipment, but I loften sought

felt shunned and somewhat offended,
personal often had "ego" issues.

[

Many in

]
and

, ,
found it "odd" that IVINS drove to

] and back to Frederick , Maryland in one evening toj
leave a bottle of whine on porch
believes IVINS did so purely as a gesture of friendshi 1hiU
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| _| again reiterated tha-H Ihpi lepras iviNS had
nothing to do with the anthrax attacks. I Idid not believe
IVINS was under the influence of any medication that would effect
his work or judgement.!

|
stated that IVINS had talked about

his mother being "nuts 1, and struggled with mental challenges.
IVINS worried that this problem might be hereditary and that he
might one day become mentally unstable. stated that
did not know of IVINS ever having any kind of extramarital affair.
IVINS often expressed an extreme dislike for "sorority-type" girls.

|
|voluntarily agreed to sign a Non-Disclosure

Agreement with reference to any information discussed relevant to
this case. SA

[

and Postal Inspector I I

witnessed saia agreement. The aforementioned agreement is retained
in the 1A section of this file.

On 4/1/05, contacted Postal Inspector
|

v

ia telephone at approximately 7:30a.m.
|

|

expressed that l \ had been thinking about the interview the da\
prior and had remembered that a man named

arrfisssH t~hfi Ani tee alnns.
I heard talk that someone had seen| leave the suites

without showering out of the suites. Other facilities repair
people such as electricians and plumbers with the proper
vaccinations would access the suites alone.

|

recalled that L I had visited USAMRIID
in 1999 to work. with

|
Ion a s'tudv for two or three weeks.

j
thoucrht it strange that

|
would often be at work

waiting for an hour earlier than |~ Reeded to be.

I I requested that I I be able to review any
notebooks 'that the FBI might have ' obtained from USAMRIID . |

would like to refresh
! I memory as to the projects I l and other

1 Division members might have been working on in an
attempt to explain the missing volumes of spore preparation from
IVINS I Material.

|
| stated that the missing spore

preparation is very "weird" . •



from

A review of
,

personnel file was conducted [ 1 was employed atl

personnel file container
until

| |
resignation in|_

inea ver
T^S"

very few documents, mostly related to
I I employment and conduct policies . No derogatory information
was not£d . Contained within the file were three letters gff

recommendation I

I
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DATE 12-12-2000 BY 60324 uc baw/dk/cl:

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: Washington Field

From: Washington Field
AMX-2 r
Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 279A-WF-222936-US

Title: AMERITHRAX ; I

MAJOR CASE 184

Date: 02/27/2007

VLB (Pending)

~>a.

Synopsis: To provide periodic results of investigation.

Details: Special Agent (SA)
| |

AMERITHRAX Squad 2 (AMX-
2) thoroughly examined the key card access records pertaining to
former United States Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) employee,!
pertaining tcj

|
activities within USAMRIID during tne period of

time from 09/ n/2001 until the anthrax-laced letter mailings of
2001 .

By way of background, the Ames strain of Bacillus
anthracis , the bacterium responsible for the deaths and illnesses
associated with the anthrax-laced letter mailings of 2001, are
maintained in Biosafety Level (BSL) 3 biocontainment suites
within USAMRIID building|

|
and I I Prior to the anthrax-

laced letter mailings of 2UU± , USAMRIID building 1412 and 1425
were equipped with two electronically controlled devices which
aside from controlling one's movements in USAMRIID also recorded
a USAMRIID employee's movement throughout each building. Each
USAMRIID employee was assigned a unique badge and personal
identification number (PIN) . In order for a USAMRIID employee to
enter USAMRIID and access a location known to contain the Ames
strain of Bacillus anthracis one would, at a minimum, have to use
his/her badge a three badge readers just to enter the change room
of a containment suite, and then use his/her unique PIN at keypad
that allowed egress from the change room and access to the actual
hot suite. Conversely, if one exited from a hot suite and
USAMRIID his/her movements would be identified as key card
activity at the badge reader that allowed exit from the change
room and typically two more badge readers to exit the building.
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Investigation has determined a process, termed
"piggybacking, " whereby two or more USAMRIID employees
simultaneously pass through an electronically controlled access
point; however, only one person legitimately uses his/her unique
badge/PIN and the other (s) do not. Thus, piggybacking allows for
USAMRIID employee (s) to gain covert entry/exit from locations
within USAMRIID, to include those locations known to contain the
Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis

.

09/11/2001 through First Window of OppotunitA

A thorough examination of USAMRIID key card access
records indicated |accessed the hot suite, a
biocontainment suite within USAMRIID building I I known to
contain the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis

,

during normal
business hours, on two weekdays from

|
Ion 09/11/2001 until~

\
on 09/17/2001. It should be noted | lwas alone in

thel | hot suite on one occasion for f
whereas the other occasion

|

I was not alone in the hot suite
and was in the hot suite for I I

Specifically,

I

indicated the following:
USAMRIID keycard activity

09/12/2001, as

|

rhours : minute
the|
Division boh si

occurred at

J piggybacked into USAMRIID Wn-i 1 rH -nrrl
| Qn

_] next badge reading was at
|

hours
: seconds (hrs) ] at a corridor which leads from
Division administrative area to the I

I
I next badge reading

I hrs and indicated entry into thel~

I

change room for the|
|
hot gui tal

entered the l lhpt suits at KEYPAD)
was alone in the l I hot suite for approximately

|

then

\
until key card acceas_c£

| change room circa
time I Heft USAMRIID, as ke
indicative of piggybacking a sl

entering the corridor to theT

records indicateci
| I

exited the
|hrs. It is not known what

key card access records are
I last recorded badge reading was

|
Division at

It should be noted that both badge
I identified further as

I were functional
, the badge reader at rear door to
, which is l I typical entry

readers for USAMRIID building I I identified further as
as well as I I were functional

throughout the dav, and in fact, the badge reader at rear door t,

building
| | , which is|

|
typical entr

point showed keycard activity throughout all 24 hours of
09/1 2/2001 . Records also showed that the badge reader at

I typical egress point from USAMRIID building
|

I was also functional throughout the 24 hours of
09/12/2001. Although | | movement s throughout the day are

2
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recorded by interior badge readers and/or keypads
1 piggybacked into and out of USAMRIID

|

, 3 3 _ _ 1 ' •

it is apparent
on 09/12/2001.

However, key card access records can not elucidate a nefarious
intent on l Ipart . Writer opines this warrants further
investigation

.

b6
b7C

USAMRIID keycard access records indicated on 09/13/2001
did not enter, or attempt to enter, locations at USAMRI ID

known to contain the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis. I I

door
Known co contain cne Ames strain of Bps.
entered USAMRIID building

| | at the[_
at | 1 however, it is not knovhowever, it is not known as to what time
usAMRIib as there is no identifiable badge readings that
indicated left the building on 09/13/2001 J I last badge
reading was at I Hhrs 1 eavi no the!

left

suite corridor T at L J hrs

.

] division hot
,

f

This
piggybacking too may be an item of investigative interest for AMX
investigators

.

USAMRIID keycard access records indicated on 09/14/2001
did not enter, or attempt to enter, locations at USAMRIID

xnown to contain the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis . [

arrived at work and entered, I I into USAMRIID
building

[
at

hrs

.

hrs and left, at

USAMRIID keycard access records indicated
|

had
no identifiable keycard activity over the following weekend,
09/15-16/2001.

hadUSAMRIID keycard access records indicated [
access to the

| | containment suite, which was a location known to
contain the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis on 09 /17/2Q 01

.

Records indicated \

routine, at
|

,
hot

records indicate

[

was already in thd
~| hot suite

-
* the entirelf

the
| | hot suite.

l entered USAMRIID building I H
]hrs . At

| | enter
suite change room

|
|

At
|

^accessed the l I hot suite I f

• in thel I hot suite and remained

£=i

exited the

[

per
1 entered tHS1

]hrs
KEYPAD) .

hot suite and remained in the
in

1change"
Jwas

fand left USAMRIID building
room at

|
later

be
b7C

be
b7C

3
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USAMRIID keycard access records indicated
| |

did
not access, or attempt to access, locations at USAMRIID known to
contain the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis on 09/18/2001.
Records indicated I I entered USAMRIID

|

at birs, and exited I I REAR DR OUT) at I |hrs.

First Window of Opportunity to Second Window of Opportunity

Between the two windows of opportunity
| |

spent a
.significant amount of time in the | |hot suite as compared to|

hot suite activity as described supra. During this period
1 spent approximately! 1 hrs in the

| | hot suite with
I USAMRIID colleagues, anal I hrs of alone time in the|

hot suite. Specifically, activity during this perioct
is described further as :

1 1

USAMRIID key card access records indicated! |h;

access to the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis on 09/19/2001.
entered USAMRIID building

!

1 at| |hrs and accessec
|

per|_
je room

| fTater in the piorni ng at| |hrs.|
I

accassprj the I Ihot suite
[ KEYPAD) at

|

Iwas already in the! I hot suite. ancT|
_ |

I as well as!
|all entered tne|

Inot suite
soon after piggybacked out of the I

change room. i | next identifiable key card entry 'is at|
hrs at the badge reader located at the I lof TTfiAMFT Tn

I- it shonlfi be noted!
I exited the!

|

Ichange room I
|
at I

|

hrs . and it is
plausible that^ bxited wit fl | at this time, as it
would take a minute or less to walk from the| change
room to the

|

|
also piggybacked out~of the

USAMRIID as! Hast kevcard activity was at | | hrs leavin
the corridor from thd division in USAMRIID I

Ihrs. I

&

investigation.

sc Kevcara accivicv was at|
|
nrs leaving

the! | division in USAMRIID
| |

Writer opines, this warrants further

USAMRIID key card
access to the Ames strain of
09/20/2001 J Iwas not
two occasions.

|
I ar

|on 09/20/2001.
'ke^FAPJ at

| ] hrs and
approximately! I minutes and]
were already in the

| |
hot s

Although records indicated!

|

remained in
Idot suite time.

access records indicated had
Bacillus anthracis twice on
alone in the| |hot suite on these

rival and departure times were
|
accessed

!
hot suite

D in the haL_sii±te_ for 1

seconds . Hand
.

uite prior tql
.

|
entry.

I left the_
i

hot suite prior to
the! I Tint suite for the duration of

again entered the|
|
hot

4
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suite later in the afternoon at
| |

hrs I KEVPAn ) .

was already in thel~
|
hot suite prior to|

\
entry

and remained afterl |Teft thel
|
hot suite at l I hrs

\
was in the l I not suite with USAMRIID

co-workers for approximately | |
minutes andl "1 seconds on

09/20/2001. 1 1

USAMRIID key card access records indicated!
I
on Friday, 09/21/2001; however, records

also indicated
|
did not access, or attempt to access,

locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain of
Bacillus anthracis. I I entered USAMRIID building I I at

hrs
| | and exited the same at

|

hrs . This too may be an item of investigative interest to AMX
investigators

.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated he
no identifiable activity over the following weekend, 9/22-
23/2001.

USAMRIID key. card access records indicated)
|

accessed locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
of Bacillus anthracis twice on 09/24/2001.

|
jarrival and

departure times' at USAMRI ID o
1 entered the

| |
hot su

~1was alone in the |~
I h

minutes and seconds until!
KEYPAD) . Later

f |
land [_

whilef^ andl were
hot suite circa hrsf
th4 I

hot suite later in the
be noted that before |

afternoon of 09/24/2001

1

RIID on 09/24/2001
hot suite at 08:12:40 hrs

|

hot suite for approximate
unti l I

|
entered at I

Hand | also entered thel

~

_J were in there . I I exit

J hrs rm the aiternoon qp_u

/

z 4 /TDo 1

I entered the|
|
hot suite

T Iwas already in thd I

'

I hrs
el I hot suite
exited the l I

re-entered
2TT01. It should
uite on the

afternoon of 09/24/200H Iwas already in thd I hot suite
wherj I accessed the

]
f It is not

known if| |was passing items into the l Ihot suite or
removing items, this may be an. i t-em of investigative interest

.

Nevertheless,!
I exited the I |hot su±Le_iojirior to

|
I

>

entry at
| |

hrs
|

I KEYPAD)
.

|

was alone in the
hot suite for approximaceiy

] |
minutes anal

]
seconds until I

|

exited the
| |

change room at hrs
| |

On 09/24/2QUJ1
~

H was alone in tne
| |

not suite ror
Japproximately I minuces and

| |
seconds, as well as was in the

| |TTn’numTT'n ! ! l r J 1 1 * ^hot suite witi USAMRIID co-workers foi hrs

.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated
accessed locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
of Bacillus anthracis on 09/25/2001.

|

~~1 arrival and
departure times at USAMRIID on 09/25/2UUI were|

|

5



Washington F:^^d From: Washington Fielc^
279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID, 02/27/2007

entry into the
| |

hot suite was as
entered I PIN twice , once atl hr£ I' access
granted) and again at l mrs I

^

kccess granted)

.

Prior to enterj.no thel J hot suite, I I access the
\

change room atl I hrs I I The only other activity
at the

| |
change room card reader occurred at I

~|

hrs, when a special needs soiled linen collector,

|

who was employed by the|
|
(Frederick,

Maryland)
, accessed the ! Ichanoe room. While the

circumstances surrounding! \ keypad activity are not
known, USAMRIID key card access records indicated

|
was

never alone in the! I hot suite following ! \ activity at the
keypad, as ! I or I

|
remained in the! I hot sui_te__

with! 1 It should be noted, that
|

~| exited the H
~|change room at I Ihrs , a thorough examination of l

keycard activity around that time indicated! lexited the
change room alone. It is not known when ! fexited USAMRIID
building | | as USAMRIID keycard access records indicated

| I

piggybacked out of the building.
I |

last keycard activity
on 09/25/20001 was noted to beF I entry into the l

r
I

Division corridor near the l containment suites at hrs
I I . Although! I was not alone in thel |hot
suite on 09/25/2001, 1 Ispent approximately

| | hrs insuite on 09/25/2001, 1 |spent approximately
| | hr

the|
|

hot suite, this in addition tc
l I

activities at thel
KEYPAD and ! b piggybacking out of USAMRIID warrant further 1

investigative efforts.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated
accessed locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
of Bacillus anthracis twice on 09/26/2001.

|
|arrival and

departure times at USAMRIID on 09/2 6/2001 were unremarkable.
I entered. the

| |
hot suite at

f

hrs
| | KEYPAD)

.

h/as already in the non suite before
| |

entered. Soon after I lentered. the following USAMRIID
employees also entered the

| 1 hot suite!
BRUCEIVINS , and| L WhileT I TVTNfl . and

| exited
the! I hot suite before I I ariri I I

remained in then hot suite with
|

lexited the
Ichange room circa

return to the|^| hot mi i t.p unM i

I returned to the hot su
09/26/2001, IVINS was already in
exited almost immediately upon

|

I KEYPAD) and
]

\ was aTo
1 entered at~|

|
hrs

.

and
| |also entered the

exited at circa H
|
hrs

|

the hot suite for approximate!;

|
hrs

|
|and does not

L

until later in the afternoon. Before
hot suite_an. the afternoon of

|

dy in thel I hot si i i t ft
;
hnwsvpr

upon
"
arrival at I hrs

was alone in the hot suite imH 1 .

|
hrs . After

|

*~[ entered-J J
red thel Ihot suite oefore

rs
| I

w

as alone in
ximatel]J I minutes and| Hseconds, and

6



* •d From: Washington Fielcn
279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID, 02/27/2007

was in the th
approximatelye|

hot suite 1

minutes and
USAMRIID colleagues for

seconds on 09/26/2001.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated!
|

accessed locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
of Bacillus anthracis on 09/27/2001. I arrival and
departure times at USAMRIID on 09 / 27/2001 were I I

I lentered thel I hot suite at I I hrs I I KEYPAD) .

I andl 1 were already in the I I hot suite^
and after!

-
lentered,! land l lalso entered the l 1

hot suiteTl I and! I remained in the
|
hot suite when l lexited circa[_ ~! On

09/27/2001, 1 I was in thel I hot suite with USAMRIID
colleagues for approximately hrs.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated!
accessed locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
of Bacillus anthracis on 09/28/2001. I larrival and
departure times at USAMRIID on 09/2 8/2001 were l ~l

lentered thel hot suite at | I hrs KEYPAD) .

I were already in the! I hot suite prior to
I entry, and both remained in the l Thot suite after

I I left ci mp I
1 hrs I I I

~| was in the
I I hot suite wi th! | USAMRIID colleagues for approximately
minutes and

| |
seconds .

USAMRI ID key card. access records indicated was
alone in thel I hot suite twice during the weekend on 09/29-
30/2001; however, the time of day was consistent with ~|hot
an-it-o r^r> n q / o i / o nm anri 8 / 2 0 0 1 , and was indicative

r On 09 /29 /20011 I

entered USAMRIID buildinal
|
at

|
I hrs

| \

lentered the| |hot suite at! I hrs I I KEYPAD)
and was alone in thel |hot suite until

|
[exited circa

|

hrs I I left USAMRIID building I I at
I I hrs I I On Sunday, 09/30/2001,1
entered USAMRIID building l I atl

| |
entered the|

|
hot suite^t^

and was alone until! 1 exit circj~^ "Thrs I I.

|
lexited USAMRIID building I I at-. hrs I

I |
was alone in thel Fhot suite on the weekend of

09/29-30/2001 for approximately I
|

minutes on 09/29/2001, and for
approximately minutes and f seconds on 09/30/2001.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated!
|
had

access to locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
nf Ram* 7 7?7.s anthracis on the following Monday, 10/01/2001,

arrival and entry times into USAMRIID building I _l

were unremarkable . entered the|
|
hot suite at

7



Washington F:^^d From: Washington- Fielff^
279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID, 02/27/2007

hrs I T and was alone in the hot suite for
approximately! minutes and ! I seconds until entered
the I I hot suite. Following

! | entry into thel hot suite
the foil owing USAMRIID employees also entered thel Ihot suite
with and

I I exited the
| |

hot
suite circa I hrs departure from
USAMRIID building! ~| is unknown and is indicative of
piggybacking , as ! |~Tast keycard activity on 10/01/2001 occurred
at fhrs leaving the^

I
Division corridor

adi acent to thel I hot suite
|

I . Although
I —I was with ! r USAMRIID colleagues in thel I hot suite on
10/ 01/2001 for approximately r I hrs!

.

I was al so alone
in the f Ihot suite for approximately ! ) minutes and

| |
seconds,

this in conjunction withl \ piggybacking from USAMRIID on the
afternoon/evening of the same warrants further investigation.

USAMRIID key card access records for the following
Tuesday and Wednesday, 10/02/2001 and 10/03/20 01 respectively,
indicated no activity for

| |
As

| | did not work full
days on the weekend of 09/29-30/2001, it is unclear to writer if
these are scheduled days off, vacation davs . or sick leave. The
fact the they follow a day in which) had substantial

| |

hot suite access warrants further investigation .
* *

USAMRIID key card access records indicated |had
access to locations known to contain the Ames strain of Bacillus
anthracis twice on Thursday, 10/04/2001. I I arrival and
departure ti msp for 10/04/2 001 were unremarkable. |

entered the| hot suite at I I hrs I
|
KEYPAD) and was

alone for approximately ! I minutes and l 1 seconds unti l I I

1 entered thel I hot suite. AfterT I entered J
|also entered the

| [
hot .both T land! ~ remained in

thel Ihot suite after) |left circa ! [firs
|

I Idid not re-enter the
| |

not suite until later in
the afternoon. Later in the afternoon on l0/04 /200ll

| re-
entered_the|

|
hot suite at I

|
hrs

| | KEYPAD) , IVINS
andl I were already in the ! I hot suite. After|~ ~|

. entered , .then ~| also entered. Although IVINS left before
. poth | and! remained in the | | suite after
[exited circa

| T"5rs
|

|. On 10/04/2001,
[
was alone in the l I hot suite for approximately

|

minutes and
| |

seconds , as well as was in the I I hot suite with
I I USAMRIID colleagues for approximately

|
| hrs

.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated! had
access to locations at USAMRIID known to contain the Ames strain
of Bacillus anthracis on Friday , 10/05/2001.

|
~l arrival

time at USAMRIID building
| ] is unremarkable. entered

8



To: Washington Fi^Td From:
Re: 279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID,

Washington Fielc
02/27/2007

the hot suj
approximatelvl

s at
minutes andl

KEYPAD) and was alone for
mtil

| |_
entered thel Thot suite. Atter 1 1 entered,!
and lalso entered the 1 1 hot suite. |

1.

1 ! J and 1 remained in tJbe 1 Ihot suite after
exited circa 1 hrs

|
departure trom

[

USAMRIID building is unknown and is indicative piggybacking.
]last [mown key card activity was leavinp tha orvp-i dor

hot suite
\_ J at hrs

.

adj acent to the
Again |~

|
piggybacking, this time on the eve of the second

window of opportunity, in conjunction with| | alone time in the
hot suite, warrants further investigation.

USAMRIID key card access records indicated no activity
for on Saturday, 10/06/2001, Sunday, 10/07/2001, nor the
following Columbus Day Ho1 idav . Monday . 10/08/2001. USAMRIID key
card access records indicated | I returned to USAMRIID
building| | at hrs on 10/09/2001.

b6
b7C

SUMMARY:

Between 09/11/2001 and the first window of opportunity
I had access to Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis twice.

Both occasions were during normal business -hours , and tally
approximately] I minutes and l I seconds of

| |

hot suite time. It
should be noted of this! 1 minutes and l I seconds

.

[

was
alone in the I I hot suite for approximatelyf I minutes and,
seconds on 09/12/2001. whereas for the remainder

! |
hot suite

time other I
|
Division co-workers were m the I |hot

suite with£

be
b7C

Although
[_

suite time was
minimal during this period, concern is raided du^e to|

|

hot

piggybacking into/out of USAMRIID building
09/l?/200l[ is alone in the hot suite.

mown as

For example

,

andl
on

piggybacked out

.

departure time from USAMRIID is un.

This and the other examples for this period describe supra
warrant further investigation.

.Between the two windows of opportunity time
hot suite increased dramatically, to include weekend

work in which
|

|was alone in the
from the[ change room on 0
ascertaining an accurate account of
time; however, if one exc
09/19/2001 from the total,

hot suite. Piggybacking
9/1 9/2001—prevents writer from

[ total | | hot suite

spent
Thot suite activity on

|
hrs in the l 1

hrs of I I hot
1 _V L J ! .

hot suite with|
|
co-workers . and had,

,

t

suite access in which |~
|
was alone. Again, piggybacking during

this period presents difficulty in ascertaining true

b6
b7C
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Re: 279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID,

Washington Fielc
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work hours at USAMRIID as well as within the
warrants further investigation.

suite, and

b6
b7C

It is interesting to note, that during these periods
and IVINS were in the I I hot suite together for minimal

periods of time on two occasions

.

Whereas, the following
hot suite with I \ forUSAMRIID employees were in thej

q-j cmi f i p.arrh npri nrls nf l-.imfi; ^
I Other USAMRIID employees, such as:

had less frequent shared hot suite time withr and

Investigative efforts continue and future periodic
investigative reports will be addressed under separate
communications

.

10



FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

ALL II'MMMATIOI'I C OHTAIHED

HEREIH^I UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 12-12-2008 BY 60324 uc baw/dk.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 04/13/2007

|
social security account nuipber|

number
| |

was telephonically interviewe
advised OI Ehfi l'd.sntlty of the interviewing agent
the following information: 1

of birth
cell phone

After being
provided

advised that several hours earlier

advised that IVINS caught I a little off guard and did not Hrini
that IVINS should be asking"

rrthese types of questions
.

thought that it was apparent that IVINS was asking these types of.
questions because someone was asking IVINS the same questions. A

I indicated that sincen recent interview wi±Ja_L
investigators I Isimnlv Hid not know how to respond to IVINS

the phone
not recal.

Investigation on 04/10/2007 at Frederick, Maryland (telephonically)

File# 279A-WF-22293 6- Date dictated 04/13/2007

by PI

This document contains neither recommendations .nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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ALL IHFOHUTION C OHTAIHED

HERE II "IMfe I,A.S SIFTED

DATE 12-1^2008 BY 60324 uc baw/dk/cls

- 1 -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b6
b7C

Date of transcription 04 /13 /2007

On April 10, 2007,
,

~|, social security account nunii^erL

advised of the identity of the- interviewing agents
the following information:

date of birth
lafter being

provided

advised that was agreeable to|

mainta'i-ned in

During this brief meeting with]
issued a federal Grand Jury subpoena toP
time and date I I is recruited fn mj-ovided information to members of
the Amerithrax Task Force

.

agents also —

p

indicating a specific

opined that
|

~| current thought
process pertaining to IVINS has changed a little from what it used
to be in the past
behaviors than

.a to J& is more skeptical concerning his past
used to be explained that IVINS has always

been a little strange and has always done peculiar things. IVINS

b3
b6
b7C

investigation on 04/10/2007 at Frederick, Maryland

File# 279A-WF-222936->asrf' — Date dictated 04/13/2007
PI

by SA

DO
b7C

This documenit contains neither reco ions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.





ALL INFOE

HEREIN I*
FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

ION CONTAINED
CLASSIFIED

DATE 12-12-2008 BY 60324 uc baw/dk;

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 04 /04 .

On Anr-j.1 3, 2007J |
, date of birth

social security account numberH l was \
interviewed at an FBI office in/Frederick, Maryland. After beinq^_
advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the purpose
of the interview, signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement form
which was placed in a FD-340 and maintained in the 1A subfile,

provided the following information:

i-u-r—

resides at

home tel
numDer

Prior to the start of jany questioning, abruptly
interjected that

|

~| wantedAto report a recdht . ddiiversation 1 I har
with a colleague rimnedl I explained that!
had met

|

i— and
that l I queried f I on numerous occasions for information
concerningr | BRUCE JVINS ' involvement in the anthrax
investigationf |advis~ec[ that l I made I . I feel very
uncomfortable by asking /these questions and that felt the line
of questioning was very inappropriate and simply wanted to "

this interaction to investigators reiterated that

|
implied to |that|

|
was making the inquiries

because I l haB~~recentlv been auesTioned by investigators about \

association with | | IVINS as part of a routine background
security clearance investigation.

was asked to describe what I lunderstood about the
anthrax investigation to date. I I responded by advising that
is of the belief that investigators believe that the evidentiary
anthrax powder in the mailed letters originated from the

Division of the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute
or mrectious Diseases (USAMRIID)

. | |
also added that it was



FD-302a (Rev. 10-6-95)

279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID

Continuation ofFD-302 of .On 04/03/2007

believed [by the AMERITHRAX Task Force] that BRUCE IVINS may have
had involvement in the mailings based on an inventory sheet
maintained by IVINS showing the miscalculation of spores,
recalled that there was a volume discrepancy on the form from one
input line to the next. Also, I I had been asked about IVINS'
behavior before. I

|
was asked to think back to the time period when the

FBI Repository (FBIR)|
|
was established.

I hel

i

eved this to be the time period of late 2001 to early 2002
was shown a copy of the subpoena attachment page which

described I I

viewed this document at or



FD-302a (Rev. 10-6-95)

2 7 9A-WF-22293 6-USAMRI I

D

b6
b7C

Continuation ofFD-302 of , On 04/03/2007 , Page 3

b3

prepare the slants.
does not recall having received instructions on how to

was shown a copy of the subpoena page
which has

oeen piacea m a ru-J4U ana maintained m tne jla suDriie-f
|

did not recall ever seeing that page. When asked if the subpoena
instructions would have been common sense in comparison to I I

b3
b6
b7C
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27 9A-WF-222936-USAMRIID

Continuation of FD-302 of
, On 04/03/2007 , Page 4_

|

doe s not believe that|
|
would have colony picked to

prepare a slant .
| | that would go againstl

teaching.
| I described

|

[teaching as a combination of
|

I I ana conversations that had with others,

I Iwas shown a photograph labeled I
|
depicting

Isubmi f t p.d to
| |

on 02/27/2002, which hava been
placed in a FD-340 and maintained in the 1A subfile!
recognized I

|
containing the

handwritingoTP |
ana ivins. More specifically, in the ordsr

from top to bottom: the label bearing the information!

mtormation
2/27/02," was IVINS' handwriting.

taring the
Bruce Ivins

I Iwas shown a photograph labeled
| |

depicting
I submitted to the FBIR on April 10, 2002, which

has been placed in a FD-340 and maintained in the 1A subfile.
recognized the handwriting on the labels to be from IVINS.

lalso identified these labels as although having different
text on the labeling, to mean the same as the previous four labels
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279A-WF-222936-USAMRIID

Continuation ofFD-302 of
> On 04 / 03/2007 , Page

| did not recall seeing labels typed-out
|

USAMRIID. When labeled a sample as "Ames, the
date, and the majcer’s initials;", tnen placed it in a rack in cold
room or the refrigerator in the laboratory. [The photographs shown
to

)

were placed in a FD-340 and maintained in the 1A
subtile .

I

| |
stated that there was no universal naming system

because at that time, Ames was Ames, so no one would have thought to
' ive .it a designation. I I

or tajce tnis spreadsheet with

I
was shown a photograph of a flask with the writing

"116 1 kmk iui9." [The photograph shown to) was placed in a
FD-340 and maintained in the 1A subfile. ] | lwas familiar with
this flask and only remembered one flask about this size (1-Liter) .

~1 was familiar with this flask as "Dugway Spores," because
those were the spores they used for aerosol challenges. | |

recounted that at one time the amount of spores was calculated that
would be needed for their work, and it was determined it would be a
large amount. Subsequently, it was decided that they would need
help with the production of the spores. Dugway was the laboratory
contracted to produce the large batch of spores.

The original shipment of the Dugway spores was in the form of a
paste. This was re-suspended and eventually purified.

|

believed that over time, other batches of USAMRIID spores were added
to the Dugway spores

.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of , On 04/03/2007 , Page

I IVINS was responsible for maintaining and
documenting the inventory.

If spores were needed, !

IVINS was responsible for preparing the spores for aerosol
challenges. On the days of the animal challenges, IVINS would go
into the lab early in the morning and prepare the spore challenge
material and then take the preparation over to Building I I He
also was the person who would give scores to other researchers.

I [recalled seeing a fermenter in
| |

located close to the
end of the room by the autoclave. I ~l never saw it in use, but
remembered it was there when

| | began working there in
believed it was a small fermenter, about five Liters in size.

| f
thought it was used to grow Stern strain in order to collect tne
protective antigen and harvest lethal factor (LF)

.

I I had
never used a fermenter and had no knowledge of IVINS using it or
talking about itM 1

believed \:he fermenter t\o be the expertise of
I 1 all of the

Division'-at USAMRIIDN ^
did not recall anyone wanting to make a large batch

production of spores, outside of their current method of production.

described this process as the following:



iTOfl [iligg

was shown a copy of the worksheet from the|

[The worksheet was placed in a FD-340 and
maintained m the 1A subfile.]

|
identified

the handwriting as that of|
|
IVINS, and believed the rest

belonged to the animal caretakers . The animal caretakers could not
preform all of the checks themselves. Generally, caretakers checked
on the animals in the morning,!

1 IVINS checked tne animals in the evening. The
nighttime checks were preformed by IVINS because he lived close.

| advised that some of the caretakers would not write any
information of the worksheet if there were no dead animals. It was
more important to the experiment for the time of death to be noted
not if there were no deaths. However

|
~l IVINS generally

would write down the negative information. If a squiggly line was
drawn in a column it indicated that no animals survived.

I was shown a copy of the worksheet from- |

! [The worksheet was placed in a FD-340 and maintained in
the 1A subfile! . The experiment occurred from I I

through
|
described it as similar to the

|

| |
recognized a lot of the handwriting as

>elonging to >, still performing the nighttime checks,

| |
was shown a copy of the worksheet from

|

I I [The worksheet was placed in a FD-.
maintained in the 1A subfile] .

an*
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Continuation ofFD-302 of , On 04/03/2007 .Page 9

did not identify IVINS'
landwriting.

| |
was shown photographs of three vials known to

genetically match the evidence. [The photpxcachs were placed in a
FD-340 and maintained in the 1A subfile] . advised that the small
vial with the writin

writing
|
and the last vial with the

[' was IVINS' handwriting.

COVANCE VDENVER . PENNSYLVANIA)

Animal space was in short supply at USAMRIID, so USAMRIID would
supply vaccine to advance, and in turn Covance vaccinated and bled
the animals, then shipped them back to USAMRIID. Typically, IVINS,

would make the 2 H hour trio to Covance.

|

Covance did not have any Bio Safety Level-3 (BSL)
Laboratories

.

Battelle ((Soltunbus , Ohio

Battelle was doing anthrax vaccine
contract I

BIOPORT (LANCING, MICHIGAN
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b6
-b7C

put it on the plate, then pour molten agar on the top and incubate;
iL Consequently, they had problems with colony counts. I I

I I believed their problem was they were
still using the growth process that came about in the 1970's when
the vaccine came about.

| |
believed this was because they didn't

have a lot of "fresh blood" in the laboratory, therefore USAMRIID
was showing them basic microbiology.

In addition to | I USAMRIID personnel \hat went to
Bioport were IVINS, f |

BRUCE IVINS

In regards to the AMERITHRAX Investigation, about a year ago.
IVINS shared with

[
|that the word "suspect" has been used

about him, although he didn't say why. IVINS also informedl
that he was getting a lawyer an'd would no longer talk without his
lawyer.

I I was shown IVINS' B3 hot suite records for the month of
September, broken down into daytime hours versus nighttime hours.
[The records were placed in a FD-340 and maintained in the 1A
subfile] , | | was surprised at the amount of night time IVINS spent
in the suite.

|

couldn't think o f a reason why he was in the hot
suites late at night . According to

| |
the work wouldn't take that

long, it should only take about 20 minutes not hours.

| |
believed IVINS spent extra time in the hot suites for a

couple of reasons. One reason is that IVINS would use the internet
in the suite. About a year ago, IVINS told l Ithat he liked
blindfolded women sites and long-haired women sites. IVINS loved
women with long hair. Another reason IVINS spent time in the lab
was because he was unhappy at homeJ I
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Also, IVINS was frugal, and when he was at USAMRIID he
couia ^er" free hot water.

I I believed IVINS 1 behavior changed around the time that
| left USAMRIID

| [
Before this time, IVINS didn't

really drink. I I he took up drinking. He experimented
with alcohol and seemed to like the "buzz", so he would drink a lot
really fasV. I I

IVINS also had doctor-prescribed anti-depressants.
|

recalled that once IVINS handed I I a print-out describing a
psychiat ric disorder. IVINS believed this was his disorder.

] is also aware of IVINS visiting a mental health doctor, both
now and previously, to include him getting counseling around the
time of his post-doctorate [circa 1976] due to stress. IVINS had
also mentioned

| I that his mother was "nuts."

'manic depressive, having significant mood swings

.

IVINS acted—
]is aware

of issues with depression and his subsequent medication that he has
been given for it . | I IVINS had trouble
sleeping. He has used prescription sleep medication | Hand

|
he had recently

experienced some kind of sleep walking incident. He explained that
one night, while asleep at home, he had awoken in the middle of the
night, and noticed that he was fully dressed and had his car keys in
his hands

.

| |
expressed a sense of disbelief that management

at USAMRIID continued to allow IVINS to work at USAMRIID considering
the new and more stringent safety and security procedures
implemented by the Bio Surety program.

|
Also, it was difficult to separate his

wacky and eccentric behavior from his other issues.
| | also

believed that he has grown more eccentric in the last year. Now | |

would describe him as someone who could have a mental illness,
possibly suffering from manic depression, where as before I I

probably wouldn't have. ^ 1

advised that IVINS was unhappy at work because he was
being treated like a technician. He just makes spores and doesn't
do real science. According to people don't trust IVINS
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anymore so he gets "crap" work.
|

[suggested to IVINS that he
should consider retiring but he would not listen and indicated
instead that he could not retire because he needs to continue paying
for his kid's health insurance. He also implied that he would not
know what to do with himself if he were to retire.

| |
felt that IVINS had become increasing!)

and high maintenance]
draininc

IVINS shared stories|
[recalled IVINS telling

I about his personal life.

|

that he would
in the lab and set back thedrive places but tell his wife he was in the lab and set back the

odometer in his car . IVINS told I I about his dislike for sorority
girls. As | |

recalled, a sorority girl wouldn't go out with
Jl±m__LD_college so he ended up stealing a secret initiation boo k.

thought that thi s seemed like a big deal to him. I I didn't
recall him ever tellingn anything about him getting into trouble.

thought that IVINS' delivery o f a package [in the middle of the
night] to house was weird.

IVINS,
| |

mailed a letter to IVINS, postmarked in New Jersey and
addressed the same way that the letters [anthrax letters] were.

*
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Date of transcription 04/12 /2007

qn April 5, 2007,
|

I dai-.p gf birth

_l
1 social—security account numoeaj cell phone

voluntarily telephoned Postal Inspector]
ana proviaea one following information^.

investigators on
things pertainin'
thoughts while I

-
[
indicated that sincen interview with

on AprilX 2007, [remernbered a few peculiar
ing to BRUCE IVIK 8 and [ |

wanted to relay those

| |

still h^d them fresh in memory.memory

.

I

U (recalled th^t IVINS several years earlier had
told|__^ (that he had maintained a Post Office box at a nearby Post
Officii

I
was not positive where the Post Office box was located

but thought it was at the 7th Street Post Office in Frederick,
Maryland.

|
was given the impression that IVINS maintained

the Post Office box for the purpose of responding back and forth to
various individuals who had responded to adds IVINS had placed.

could not recall what specific form or brand of newspaper
or magazines IVINS placed adds in bufc\recalled that IVINS
advertised that he possessed a Kappa I^ppa Gamma (KKG) sorority
handbook which contained various "secret Nand cherished information
solely reserved for KKG membersf believed that IVINS, was
advertising that he had access to privileged KKG information and
would be willing to share the secrets with those responding to t?fae

advertisements . J^C7~

|

| advised that| |also remembered IVINS having'
1

mentioned years ago that he had ProKen into a KKG sorority house to
steal a secret KKG handbook. I I believes that IVINS committed this
crime while working on his Post Doctorate studies at the University
of North Carolina in Chapel Hill

. ^
advised that after

|
IVINS

established a new and separate e-mail account under the name "Big
Sky" . TVTNS used this e-mail account to send anonymous e-mails to

I advised that the e-mails contained language whi r

"indicated was being watched and followed





preformed by BRUCE /IVINS., in 2001,
that

jr
In reference to the unauthorized environmental sampling

at that desk verv/ much anymore
]desk was swabbed because f

1 thought it was odd
1 didn't work
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On April 11, 2007
Investigators of a conversation!

informed
I with

IVINS of the U.S. Army Medicaa Res^e,arLaIi_J[n.s.j:itute of Infectious^saMMiriiiW
| . ,1 n irwTi >i i ~r i r

n

1

1

1—niinini^T— "*'' -» ^ h |Diseases 1U5AMRXXD,) . The conversation took place ad

provided the tollowmg information:

about

IVIlSMiBIIS
e was nervous

He had heard stories
J. IVINS researched I

and informed| |that he was
going to meet with his attorney that day:

He stated that he felt
depressed, but not suicidal; he just didn't feel like doing the
things that he always did. IVINS knew the investigators had
collected emails and he knew they had "seen everything, " and was
afraid thev would ask about oersonal information I

IVINS was aware that the investigators even_Jm£M_the
medications that he had taken. Also, IVINS informed that
he was getting copies of his times into and out of the USAMRIID
suites because the investigators were asking about those times. To
this, IVINS offered that he was in the suites to get away from the
world. And since IVINS was no longer in possession of his
notebooks I

Investigation on 04/11/2007 at Frederick, Maryland

File # 279A-WF-222936-USAfffRIID —

-

saI
by PI

Date dictated N /A

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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IVINS.

On June 8
"1 to not ify!

.2UP7,
of

\
Date of transcription 06/08/2007

a phone \call|
provided the following information:

l contacted SA
[j

had with BRUK

four to five tim&s
J returned IVINS' calls.

IVINS had tried to contact
earlier in the morning. When I

I said that he was rambling. He was talking about not being
able to remember details associated \with his submissions tg the
FBI Repository (FBIR)
IVINS mentioned that he went to
access records for that time frame, ho
that they no longer had those records f\j: that time frame.
IVINS complained that he can neither remember nor obtain access
to the information that he needed. IVINS also felt as if his "I

i^ever _
f\f th

to get fyis suite
informed him

don't know" answer to FBI questions, was not enough.

described IVINS as sounding depressed!
then very manic talked

to nim on the phone.
[

ITT
him not being able to remember the dates of his submissions to
the FBIR.
comparison to his behaviors,

[

further described him as a basket case. In

he was very upset,
panic' hysteria behavior.

this time on the phone was more of a

be
b7C

b6
b7C

investigation on 06/06/2007 at Washington, D . C . ' (telephonically)

Rie# 279A-WF-222936-jISAMRflD Date dictated N /A

by SA

This Hnraimpl

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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On April 19, 2007,
|

I date of birt
l social security account n^mber

|
was

interviewed at an FBI office in Frederick, Maryland. After
being advised of the identity, of the interviewing agents, and
the purpose of the interview, provided the following
information: N

In reference to the Bacillus anthracis (Ba ) Ames sno
batch, "Reference Material Receipt-1029" (RMR-1029)

,

believed the spores came from Dugway [Dugway Proving Grounds],
however, I lis unsure of the time frame.

Investigation on 4/19/2007 .at Frederick, Maryland

File# 279A-WF-222*
"saI

by SA

Date dictated N/A

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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maintained by IVINS
before. £

]was shown the RMR-1029 inventory sheet that was
did not recall seeing the sheet

lievea tne' RMR-1029 was used for the aerosol
\_\diChallenges, and| |did not help prepare for those challenges

.

_was also under the impression that the spores
| |Miel u T-n -i V -i -rs r-r »» j in t _ _ j _ _

-continuously making and purifying were eventually being combined
into a larger flask.

|

Agents pointed out to
| |

that according to the inventory sheet
for RMR-102 9, no more spores were added to the RMR-1029 flask
after 1997.
flasks of spores that

Jcjida,’ t know what happened to the smaller
had prepared after 1997.

was shown 1 Notebook that illustrated

illystratiog
the

s appeared to be drawn by IVINS. The project was
study, and it appeared as if IVINS prepared the

dilutions then all of the team did the rest of the studyi w — '***'— V- w ^ -i- V_/ UiiC O .

J thought it was weird for IVINS to start the study by
himself, and then everyone else would do the challenge.

For the purposes of storage,! I remembered non-
purified spores being kept in 50-mL falcon tubes, and hypaque
purified spores went into a orange screw-top flask.
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experience.
I I

dialso advised that did not have fermentation

Ar.r.ordi ng to| I IVINS wrote a lot of letters to
the editor

. |
|remembered

| |

|
IVINS writing a response to the group Pfc'hAG

| | beleived
it was Parents of Lesbians and Gays). I [believed that these
letters were not anonymous letters .

* *

|
was shown photographs of the envelopes and

letters used in the 2001 anthrax-laced mailings, however, they
did not look familiar to | | added that IVINS kept
envelopes in his office, however they were the business size.

believed that I,

with his cnnaren and his brother
good relationship

]
| recognized the name as an author

of a book that was about the meida ' s impression tnat the Army
added squaline to the anthrax vaccine. IVINS took this
accusation personally.
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IVINS told|
|

that 'he had a computer program that
tracked keystrokes and that was how he found out that
was reading his emails.

I 1
| |

believed that IVINS had a memory problem that
| |

thought was associated to his paranoia. He seemed to forget
certain things, however, he could recall something that was
involving him a long time ago

j |
offered the example that he

can remember occasions years past, when he thought people might
be talking about him.
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On Augus t 29, 2007 A I date of birth
I social security a<3couivE~ numberl I was

interviewed at I I place of emploWenu, I

[ Due to l

prior interviews ] I was already familiar with the
interviewing Postal Inspector and after being advised of the nature
of the interview

j

provided the following information:

|
was asked to review a document which contained a

list of vaVious individuals who reside in the Frederick, Maryland

on the dnr.nmAirfl M ndi natpjd that only recognized the name
of advised rn^t I _ ]

~| could not
provide any more Specific information concejyiingl

|

other that I H

associated with this

was queried about BRNCE IVINS

In talking about BRUCE IVINS,
|

| advised that IVINS
has been quiet lately, a little more so than usual. believes
that IVINS i s concerned about an upcoming appointment with his
cardioloqistl~ ~l advised that many years ag&, long before
September 11, 2001, 1 | thought that IVINS taught\Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) classes on behalf of the American Red Cross.

investigation on 08/27/2007 at Frederick, Maryland

File * 279A-WF-222936-.BET —

-

by PI

Date dictated N /A

This document contains neither rtJuuil IIrmnoations

it and its contents are not to be distributed outsitf

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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:

I

In April 2007,
|

[
social security account number[

to provide email communications betweenr
EDWARDS IVINS.

date of birth
agreed

and BRUCE

Emails from the date ranges of|
|

through
| I were enclosed in a FD-340, 1A-7 629,

and submitted to the file.
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In April 2007,
|

social security account numOer_
to provide email communications between

Q

EDWARDS IVINS.

of birth
|
agreed

land BRUCE

Emails from the month of
| |

were enclosed
in a FD-340, 1A-7630, and submitted to the file.
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)n February 06, 2006,
|

I date of birth
|
social security account number I I contacted SA

Itelephonically to provide the following information;

I lhas received some emails from IVINS, but mostly from
his work account. In the emails, he referred to being contacted by the

And, according to IVINS had the same old
things to say about

v-

|

IVINS informed| i that he and his lawyer met with

| |
and answered all his questions no matter how awkward.

investigation on 02/06/2008 at Washington D.C. (telephonically)

File# 279A-WF-222936 Date dictated N /A

by SA

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On January 24, 2007,
social security account number

a Task Force Investigator and provided the following
information:

date of birth
met with

provided two notebooks

.

I ^ indicated that
of the notebooks primarily contained an assortment of
documents /SOP' s pertaining specifically to [

one

The
second notebook was labeled, and contained an assortment of
documents/SOP's pertaining to I

|
I indicated

that most, if not all, of the SOP's and associated documents
had received over the years were from BRUCE/ IVINS, and thatC
simply maintained al l of these documents in these notebooks as
reference materials.

! I indicated that many of the documents
received from IVINS contain identifiers on them indicating which
specific lab notebook the SOP's are maintained in.

Bach

:

also provided a thick paperback book; Godel,
an Eternal Golden Braid. The book was a gift£

'

JSscher,

from IVINS, back m the 2UUb-2007 time-frame,
to read the b
on reading it

IVINS wanted
to read the book and on occasion would inquire as L status

]only briefly read a few pages and had no
desire to read the book in its entirety. Because of this IVINS
seemed a little disenchanted with

|
|for not reading the book

and offeringl I insight; and at some point he asked
|
for t:

book back.
finished it', nor did give the book back to him.

the

3
could not understand the book and never
I

Research I

scientists
ascertain

]was questioned concerning former U. S. Army Military
titute bf Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)|

|c"1 were giyen Ames tsa,

could not
RMR-1029,
learch at

USAMRIID, in 1998.

[

]
recalled that

conducting research pertaining to
whatever material or agent they were working with, they would
have got it from IVINS. Additionally, f
have only gained access into the; hot snii-ss via IVINS. They
would have entered through the I I rooms and both of

Jwere
and

] would

investigation on 01/24/2008 at Frederick, MD

File# 279A-WF-222936- Li^{jp Date dictated N/A ^
SA

by PI
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.





I
was unable to recall any specifics pertaining to the

possible shift in research work from anthrax vaccine work to
other research, back in the time frame of 2001, just prior or
around the anthrax-laced letter mailings.
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On February 15, 2008 1 I date of birth
social security account numberl |met with

Investigators and provided the following information:

I |
provided Investigators wit

AMERITHRAX The Hunt for theN&nthrax Killer.
the book by BRUCE 'IVINS

.titled:

the book Vacci
The other book IVINSL gave

[

provided to Investigators,
Golden Braid!

1

Investigation on 02/15/2008 at Frederick, MD

File# 27 9A-WF-222936I
saI

by PI

Date dictated N /

A

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of .On 02/15/2008 Page
.

was shown a photocopy of SOP number UIB-BI-3,
05/30/1995 . I fbelieved "UIB" stood for Bacteriology Division,
"BI" stood for BRUCE IVINS, and "3" maybe stood for the third
SOP he had written.

I _Jwas shown a photocopy of a note that is
comprised of a mixture of handwriting and magazine cut-outs and
started out with the text; I I

did not recall IVINS
giving

|

jnotes witJh magazine cut-outs in them, nor does 1 1

remember him leaving notes like this. 1 1

The documents that were shown to
placed in a FD-340 and sent to the file.

were all
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Date of transcription 03/17 /20 08

The paper was placed in 1A-7734, and sent to the case
file.

Investigation on 12/21/2007 at Washington D.C.

File# 279A-WF-222936

by SA

111 Date dictated N/A
b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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• b*

In April 2007,
|

|, social security account number
provide email communications between
IVINS . I

,

Emails from
through

|

submitted to the file.

ite of hi rth

|
agreed to

and BRUCE EDWARDS

date ranges of
| |

were enclosed in a FD-340, 1A-7701, and
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,
In April 2007,
social security account nun

provide email communications between
IVINS

.

date of birth
!

agreed to
&hd BRUCE EDWARDS

lils from the date ranges of
|

|through
were enclosed in a FD-340, 1A-7774, and submitted to

the file.
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Date of transcription 11/21/2007

On November 16, 2007, Special Agent (SA)

| |
met with

of the FBI, Washington of fi np.
; and Postal Inspecto:

in Frederick, Maryland

.

provided the following information:

(P~m

was shown an email written by BRUCE\lVINS,
LRej|from the United States Army Medical Research

Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) . [The email was dated
November 19,

^

KinqBadqer7(
2005, and was sent from IVINS' s AOL account,

, com , to IVINS' s work email account. The email was
believed to have been printed out on June 7, 2007, based on the
date at the bottom of the document. It was discovered from a
previous search of IVINS' USAMRIID office.] The email's subject
line is "New Thoughts and Theories on the Anthrax Letten-Attarjks

.

The email lavs out 1? points IVINS believed to be why|_
and/or I

attacks

.

Jmay have been involved in the anthrax letter

[ IVINS called
Additionally, ne rererencea

making "countless preparations of anthrax spores. [

In another point, IVINS called
Ian "internationally recognized authority on anthrax scores
^ „ ' u 1 rj j ! II Id tneir production and purification."

investigation on 11/16/2007 at Frederick, MD

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On June
account number

Q

02, 2008,

\
Date of transcription 06/02/2008

] date of birth
following information telephonically

BRTir. AS called

asking for

|

f

of him being awa
addict.

[

f
social security

provided the

on
IVINS apologized toT
forgive him. He inr

y, he found out he wa
Jwas surprised because

again for his behavior.
He intOTItl^d l Ithat as an outcome

bo
b7C

he found out he was an alcoholic and drug
Iwas under the impression

Oils . He also mentioned thatthat he was away for mental health rea
he had periods of black outs in the past.

investigation on 06/02/2008 at Washington, D.C.

File# 279A-WF-222936-I

(telephonically)

1^-3 Date dictated N /A

by SA

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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